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Snowflakes and seaweed
Denis Weaire, Trinity College, University ofDublin, Ireland
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Treasa is currently starring as Snow
White in Ireland's leading Christmas pan
tomime (a traditional form of popular
seasonal entertainment), and may be lost
to science if her budding acting career
prospers. One wonders what Grumpy's
remark would be, on being told that his
guest is a computational physicist.
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Sometime around 1609 Johann Kepler processes may lead to compact rounded
caught what he described as a star from objects, or branching feathery ones, in so-

heaven, an individual snowflake. Its ele- called dendritic growth. If several
gant shape inspired him to write A New generations of branches are involved, we
Year~ Gift or the Six-Cornered Snowflake may even approach the mathematicians
for his benefactor, Counsellor Wackher of ideal of a fractal structure, one in which
Regensburg. It was a minor diver- detail is contained with detail, indefinitely.
tissem~nt in his illustrious~ In branching out and
career, but a remarkable one. For tending towards towards a
some it even represents the N fractal structure, the
origin of crystallography. snowflake maintains its

In his essay Kepler ram- ~~ symmetry; more or less.
bled amusingly from the ~~ When similar patterns
seeds of the pomegran- ~ were first found in
ate to the cells of the ~~~~ metals they were
honeybee, picking up clues . - - called iron snow. But
to the origin of symmetric ~ln other growth processes lead
natural structures. He was led to more random structures,
to a theory for the sixfold rather like seaweed in
shape of the snowflake in terms appearance. Treasa Meegan
ofthe packing of tiny lumps ofice. These has just completed a PhD in the
were not described as atoms, but played TCD Physics Department, modelling
the same role of simple, primary con- these structures and comparing her com-
stituents, out of which a complex pattern puter simulations with patterns found
was to arise. when metals are electrodeposited. These

The same indescribable beauty was patterns are found to swirl clockwise or
admired by the Irish physicist John Tyn- counter-clockwise when magnetic fields
dall in the 19th century. How imperfect are applied, and the research group of
seem the productions ofhuman minds and Michael Coey hopes to exploit these mag-
hands when compared with those formed netic effects. They may have important
by the blindforces ofnature! But the blind- implications for the practical use of elec-
ness is ours, said Tyndall, although he trodeposition in industry.
correctly attributed the sixfold shape to
the way in which molecules of H 20 are
arranged in the crystalline structure of ice.
In his book on Forms of Water, largely
drawn from his mountaineering experi
ences in Switzerland, he also gives an
account of flowers of ice in frozen lakes,
which have a similar sixfold shape. They
are formed when sunlight melts the sur
face of the ice.

Only in recent times was the snowflake
adopted as the universal icon of a white
Christmas. The earliest example of its use
in art is said to be on a 19th century Japan
ese sword-guard, but the ancient Chinese
certainly knew all about snowflakes, so
this assertion may well be wrong by some
thousands ofyears!

The snowflake's star poses a further
question. Why does it branch out, in a
manner reminiscent of plants? Today we
can understand this too, as a consequence
of the growth process in which water
vapour freezes on the growing flake. [Adapted with permission from an article in
Depending on the precise conditions, such the Irish Times]
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Historical Background
The quest for superheavy nuclei began in the 1940s with the syn
thesis of atomic nuclei with a number of protons greater than
uranium (Z=92). In 1940, neptunium (Z=93) and plutonium
(Z=94) were discovered. This was followed by the synthesis of
americium (Z=95) and curium (Z=96) in 1944, berkelium
(Z=97) in 1949, californium (Z=98), einsteinium (Z=99) and fer
mium (Z=100) in 1952, and mendelevium (Z=lOl) in 1955. All
these elements were produced by intense neutron irradiations or
by proton, deuteron, or helium (alpha particle) bombardment in
a cyclotron. Some of these isotopes have been produced in sizable
amounts. Einsteinium and fermium were discovered in the
debris from the thermonuclear explosion conducted at Eniwetok
Atoll in the Pacific Ocean. Amazingly, the fermium nucleus was
made through the capture of 17 neutrons by 23BU followed by the
subsequent beta decays. In nature, a similar process (the so-called
r-process, believed to be taking place in supernova) is responsible
for the synthesis ofheavy elements.

Still heavier elements (transuraniums) were produced in
heavy-ion accelerators by fusing heavy actinide targets (plutoni
um-californium) with light ions of carbon (nobelium, Z=102,
1958; ruthefordium, Z=104, 1969), boron (lawrencium, Z=103,
1961), neon (dubnium, Z=105, 1967), and oxygen (seaborgium,
Z=106, 1974). In order to go heavier, to compensate the decrease
of the proton-to-neutron ratio with mass, fusion of nuclei with
the largest possible surplus ofneutrons had to be used. In the 70s,
"cold fusion" reactions involving medium-mass projectiles with
Z ~24 and lead or bismuth targets were introduced and replaced
"hot fusion" reaction with actinide targets. This enabled the dis
covery of bohrium (Z=107, 1976), hassium (Z=108, 1984),
meitnerium (Z=109, 1982), ununnilium (Z=1l0, 1994),
unununium (Z=1l1, 1994), and ununbium (Z=1l2, 1996). The
last three elements are still unnamed. So far, they carry tempo
rary names derived directly from the atomic number according
to the systematic nomenclature of the International Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC).

Most of the heaviest elements were found in three "heavy ele
ment factories": Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in Berkeley
(USA), Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna (Russia),
and Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung (GSI) near Darm
stadt (Germany). After much discussion about the priority for
their synthesis, IUPAC 1997 has accepted names up to Z=109. At
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The superheavy elements mark the limit of nuclear mass and
charge; they inhabit the upper right corner of the nuclear land
scape, but the borderlines of their territory are unknown. The
stability of the superheavy elements has been a longstanding fun
damental question in nuclear science. How can they survive the
huge electrostatic repulsion? What are their properties? How
large is the region of superheavy elements? We do not know yet
all the answers to these questions. This short article presents the
current status of research in this field.

unknown nuclei
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The discovery of new superheavy nuclei has brought much
excitement to the atomic and nuclear physics communities.

Hopes of finding regions of long-lived superheavy nuclei, pre
dicted in the early 1960s, have reemerged. Why is this search so
important and what new knowledge can it bring?

Not every combination of neutrons and protons makes a sta
ble nucleus. Our Earth is home to 81 stable elements, including
slightly fewer than 300 stable nuclei. Other nuclei found in
nature, although bound to the emission of protons and neutrons,
are radioactive. That is, they eventually capture or emit electrons
and positrons, alpha particles, or undergo spontaneous fission.
Each unstable isotope is characterized by its half-life (T1/2) - the
time it takes for half of the sample to decay. Isotope half-lives
range from less than a thousandth ofa second to billions ofyears.
Many radioactive nuclei may have half-lives comparable to or
longer than the age of the Earth (4.5 billion years). Examples are
the actinide nuclei 232Th (TI/2=1·101o years), 23SU (TI/2=7·108

years), or 239U (TI/2=4·109 years). Short-lived isotopes cannot be
found naturally on Earth because they have long decayed since
our planet was formed. Yet, thousands of short-lived isotopes are
continually created in the cosmos. Their existence may be fleet
ing, but they play a crucial role in the ongoing formation of the
elements in the Universe. The properties ofmost rare isotopes are
unknown and can be only inferred, with considerable uncertain
ty, from theoretical calculations.

Figure 1 shows bound nuclear systems as a function of their
proton number Z (vertical axis) and their neutron number N
(horizontal axis). The black squares represent the stable or very
long-lived nuclei. They form the so-called "valley of stability".
The yellow region indicates shorter-lived nuclei that have been
produced and studied in laboratories. By adding either protons
or neutrons, one moves away from the valley of stability, finally
reaching the drip lines where nuclear binding ends because the
forces between neutrons and protons are no longer strong
enough to hold these particles together.
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Fig. 2: Cross sections for
the production of the
heaviest elements.The
results of recent hot
fusion experiments with
the 48Ca beam and
actinide targets carried
out in Dubna are also
shown in the box.
(From Ref. [1] and
Yu.T. Oganessian, private
communication.)
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New discoveries
The last three years (1999-2001) have brought a number of
experimental surprises which have truly rejuvenated the field [1].
In January 1999, scientists from Dubna reported the synthesis of
one atom of element 114 <rr:Uuq) in a "hot fusion" reaction
between a 48Ca beam and a 244pU target. This discovery was fol
lowed by three other reports, also from Dubna. First, using the
242pU (48Ca,3n) reaction, they produced 287Uuq. In 1999, the syn
thesis ofyet another isotope ofZ=114, the even-even 288Uuq, was
reported. The two a decay sequences were confirmed afterwards
(July 2000, May 2001) by the observation of three a chains asso
ciated with the element Z=116 (mUuh) in the 248Cm (48Ca,4o)
reaction. According to the Dubna analysis, the resulting a-decay
chain goes through 288Uuq, 284Uub, and 28OlJun, which subse
quently fissions.1n neither of these cases do the a chains end up
at a known isotope so a firm assignment could not be made. Con
sidering the exponential trend seen in Fig. 2 for Z s 114, it actually

106 108 110

Flement nlJmbp.r
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'0-14
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that time, nuclei with Z=110, 111,
and 112, discovered at GSI, were
already known. The lifetimes of the
heaviest elements were found to be
very short. For instance, element
Z=112, investigated using the reac
tion 70Zn + 208Pb ...... 277Uub + In,
turned out to have a half life of only

10-~
about 280 JJsec. The corresponding C

fusion cross section is extremely ~ '0-10

small, 1 pb. Since the production ""-
cross section was found to be rapidly I:) '0-11

decreasing with the atomic number,
see Fig. 2, it was then concluded that
itwould be very difficult to reach still
heavier elements.

As far as theory is concerned,
major advances were made in 1966,
when the first realistic theoretical
calculations for the superheavy
nuclei were carried out. These early
calculations were' based on the shell
correction (or: macroscopic-microscopic) method in which the
total binding energy was decomposed into a smooth part
(approximated by a macroscopic liquid drop model) and a
microscopic quantal shell correction term strongly oscillating
with the number of nucleons and reflecting the energy stabiliza
tion due to the presence of nucleonic shells. Such calculations
predicted the nucleus with Z=114, N=184 (mUuq) to be a dou
bly magic center of an island of long-lived superheavy nuclei.
This result stayed practically unchallenged until the late 1990s
where more refined models, based on self-consistent mean-field
theory and realistic effective nucleon-nucleon interactions, start
ed to be systematically applied to superheavy nuclei. In another
frontier of superheavy element research, in quantum chemistry,
relativistic effects in molecules containing heavy elements have
been studied intensively since the mid 1970s, when it became
apparent that they have to be included in the description of com
pounds containing heavy elements.

Chart of the Nuclides 2001

:;78 176

172

114

Fig. 3: The upper end of the
nuclear chart in the region of the
heaviest elements.The a chain

associated with the element mUuh, recently discovered
(May 8, 2001) in Dubna in the 248Cm (48Ca,4n) reaction, is
shown in the upper left corner. (From Ref. [1] and Yu.T.
Oganessian, private communication.)
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Fig. 4: a-decay chain of 277112165 predicted in the HFB
calculations with the SLy4 Skyrme interaction.The individual one
quasineutron states are labeled using the asymptotic Nilsson
quantum numbers.The allowed alpha transitions are indicated by
arrows. Calculated Qa values are compared to experimental data
from GSI. (Taken from S. (wiok etal., private communication.)
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slightly different spin-orbit interaction. The experimental deter
mination of superheavy nuclei from this region will thus be of
extreme importance for pinning down the fundamental question
of the spin-orbit force.

Does it actually make sense to talk about "magic superheavy
nuclei"? A recent theoretical work [3] sheds a new light on this
question. According to calculations, the patterns of single-parti
cle levels are significantly modified in the superheavy elements.
Firstly; the overall level density grows with mass number A, as ex
A113. Secondly, no pronounced and uniquely preferred energy
gaps appear in the spectrum. This shows that shell closures which
are to be associated with large gaps in the spectrum are not
robust in superheavy nuclei. Indeed, the theory predicts that
beyond Z =82 and N =126 the usual localization of shell effects
at magic numbers is basically gone. Instead the theory predicts
fairly wide areas of large shell stabilization without magic gaps.
This is good news for experimentalists: there is a good chance to
reach shell-stabilized superheavy nuclei using a range of beam
target combinations.

Some of the observed a-decay chains attributed to elements
112 and 114 are believed to link odd-Nnuclei. The presence ofan
odd neutron adds to a theoretical uncertainty. Since the single
particle level density of transactinides is large, there are many
candidates for low-lying one-quasiparticle states in parent and
daughter nuclei. Moreover, many alpha transitions are structural
ly forbidden since the properties of one-quasiparticle excitations
in parent and daughter nuclei often differ dramatically. As an
example, Fig. 4 shows the predicted a-chains for the nucleus
271112 found at GSI. The Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations
explain two observed a branches, attributed experimentally to
z73110, in terms of transitions between negative parity and posi
tive parity single-neutron orbitals.

came as a great surprise that hot fusion reactions with a 48Ca
beam could produce a significant number ofevents. Another sur
prising (and exciting) result of the Dubna experiments was that
nuclei which were produced have fairly long lifetimes. For
instance, the lifetimes reported for the elements 284Uub and
280Uun are many orders of magnitude longer than those of the
isotopes with Z ~ 112 previously discovered at GSI.

Progress has also been made in the region previously explored
by GSI. The GSI group found a new even-even isotope of Z70Uun,
and also mUuu and 271Uub. A group led by scientists from the
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) observed the Z69,Z70Hs decay chains
at GSI, thus convincingly confirming the data on z77Uub for
which z69Hs is a member of the decay chain. New isotopes of
z66,Z67Bh have been found at Berkeley. As far as chemistry is con
cerned, a tremendous achievement and a true tour-de-force were
the first chemical studies of seaborgium, bohrium, and hassium
(see below). Figure 3 shows the upper end.ofthe nuclear chart as
of2001.

Physics at the limit of cross sections is difficult and challeng
ing. The synthesis of the new element Z=118 (Z93UUO),
announced in 1999 by the Berkeley group, has been retracted two
years later. The history of heavy element research remembers
other cases of elements discovered and gone, and sometimes dis
covered again. A team working in Stockholm at the Nobel
Institute of Physics reported in 1957 an isotope with atomic
number 102. The group proposed the name Nobelium in honor
to Alfred Nobel. In 1958 a group at Berkeley reported that they
were unable to reproduce this work, findings agreed by a Russian
group at Dubna. But the name stuck...

Structure of the 5uperheavy nuclei
The structure of superheavy elements results from the interplay
between the strong and electromagnetic forces. Unlike in lighter
nuclei, the Coulomb interaction cannot be treated as a small per
turbation atop the dominating nuclear interaction; it does
influence significantly proton and neutron distributions[2].

The stability of heavy and superheavy elements has been a
longstanding fundamental question in nuclear science. Theoreti
cally, it has been shown that the mere existence of nuclei with
Z > 102 is entirely due to quantal shell effects. Indeed, in the clas
sicalliquid drop picture, the shape of a nucleus is governed by an
interplay between surface tension (proportional to N/3, trying to
make the nucleus spherical) and Coulomb repulsion (propor
tional to ZZIA1I3, trying to make the nucleus deformed). At large
values of ZZIA, the Coulomb force is so strong that the nuclear
liquid drop becomes unstable to surface distortions and it fis
sions spontaneously. It is the stabilization brought by quantal
shell effects that is responsible for the superheavies.

In spite ofan impressive agreement with experimental data for
the heaviest elements, theoretical uncertainties are large when
extrapolating to unknown regions of the nuclear chart. In partic
ular, there is no consensus among theorists with regard to the
center of the shell stability in the superheavy region. Since in
these nuclei the single-particle level density is relatively large,
small shifts in the position of single-particle levels (e.g., due to
the Coulomb or spin-orbit interaction) can be crucial for deter
mining the shell stability of a nucleus. While most
macroscopic-microscopic (non-self-consistent) approaches pre
dict Z=114 to be magic, most self-consistent calculations suggest
that the center of the proton shell stability should be moved up to
higher proton numbers, Z=120, 124, or 126. For the neutrons,
most non-relativistic calculations predict magic gaps at N=184
while the relativistic mean-field theory yields N=l72 - due to a

europhysics news JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2002 7
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Chemical properties of superheavy elements
Since atomic relativistic effects scale approximately with Z2,
chemical properties of transactinides cannot be properly
described by non-relativistic quantum mechanics. However,
experimental tests of relativistic effects and of anticipated devia
tions from the periodic table of the elements in the superheavy
region are extremely difficult because the single atom chemistry
requires half-lives of the order of one second, i.e., much longer
than those of the heaviest elements found so far. Another obstacle
is very small production rates: a few events per day for hassium
and less for heavier elements. In spite of these difficulties, there
has been major progress in the chemical characterization of
transactinides. Special techniques, such as gas phase separation,
have been devised to perform one atom-at-a-time chemistry and
to deduce thermodynamical properties of new elements [4].

In 1993, chemical studies of dubnium demonstrated that it
does not behave like tantalum, the element from the group to
which dubnium was supposed to belong. On the contrary, the fol
lowing chemical studies of Sg (year 1997), Bh (2000), and Hs
(2001) confirmed relativistic calculations predicting their behav
ior to coincide with that expected on the basis of their positions
in the periodic table. Hassium, for instance, forms a gaseous
oxide similar to that of osmium, which places it in group 8. As of
today, the periodic table has been experimentally established up
to element 108. However, preparations cue under way to carry out
gas chemistry of element 112, which instead of behaving like its
lighter transition metal homologs (Zn, Cd, Hg) is expected to
have properties of a noble gas like Rn or Xe; a first attempt to
chemically identify element Z=112 has recently been carried out
in Dubna. Still heavier elements, predicted to be noble volatile
metals, are also excellent candidates for gas chemical studies, pro
vided that their half-lives are sufficiently long. In particular, there
is hope of employing chemical methods for the firm identifica
tion of the alpha-chains oflong-lived isotopes ofZ=114 and 116
observed in Dubna.

First predictions of the chemistry ofsuperheavy elements were
made in 1971, and the first relativistic molecular calculations for
systems involving transactinide elements were published in 1977.
Since then, calculations based on the relativistic quantum theory
have been considerably improved and applied to many atoms
and molecules [5]. Relativistic effects in transactinides are crucial
and show up in several ways. Most importantly, 5 and P1l2 atomic
orbitals contract relativistically. The shrinking of the inner shells
results in an increased screening of the nuclear charge, and this
gives rise to an expansion of the P3/2 and of higher angular
momentum orbitals. Another relativistic effect is a change in the
spin-orbit coupling. Both can produce drastic rearrangements of
orbital levels. That is what is predicted to happen for element 112.
Recent calculations indicate that the 75 orbital should be shifted
below the 6ds/2 orbital due to relativistic effects. It is the large rel
ativistic stabilization of its valence 75 orbital, combined with its
closed shell electron configuration, that has led to the prediction
that element 112 is chemically inert.

Chemistry of the superheavy elements with Z > 118 is believed
to show relativistic effects that are so large that comparison with
lighter elements or nonrelativistic results is meaningless.

Borders of the superheavy region

Where are the borders of the superheavy region? What are the
properties of the heaviest nuclei that can be bound (at least, in
theory), in spite of the huge disruptive Coulomb force?

As a consequence of their saturation properties, nuclear forces
favor values of the internal density close to the saturation density
ofnuclear matter. On the contrary, since the Coulomb interaction
tends to increase the average distance between protons, the
Coulomb energy is significantly lowered by either the creation of
a central depression or by deformation, or by both. Based on this
general argument, one expects the formation of voids in heavy
nuclei. Recently, the subject ofexotic (bubble, toroidal, band-like)
configurations in nuclei with very large atomic numbers has been
revisited by self-consistent calculations.

Box 1: The nucleus is a complicated
many-body system. The strong forces
describing heavy nuclei are strongly
affected by the in-medium effects;
they are usually approximated by

. phenomenological effective density
dependent interactions fitted to a few
key nuclear properties. This strategy,
well known in condensed matter
physics, turned out to be extremely
successful. The self-consistent density
functional theories (relativistic and
non-relativistic) describe bulk nuclear
properties such as masses, radii, shapes,
as well as nuclear excitations.A number
of effective interactions have been
introduced and their capability to
describe properties of exotic
radioactive nuclei is one of the major
challenges in present-day nuclear
structure.

Any theoretical model aiming at
making predictions in an unknown ter
ritory should first be tested in known
regions of the chart of the nuclides.

Since the main decay mode for the
known heaviest elements is a decay, one
of the crucial quantities determining
lifetimes ofthe heaviest and superheavy
elements is the a-decay energy. The Qa
values for the heaviest elements calcu
lated with the self-consistent model
with the SLy4 effective interaction are
displayed in Fig. 5. They are compared
with known a-decay energies. It is seen
that the agreement with experimental
data (including the recentdata shownin
Fig. 3) is very good, and this suggests
that calculations such as those shown
on Fig. 5 can be used to predict proper
ties ofunknown superheavy nuclei.

Fig. 5: Qa values for even-even nuclei with
96 s Zs 118 obtained in the self-consistent
calculations.They are compared to
experimental data (closed symbols)
including the recent data for Z=114and
116. (Taken f(om S. (wiok et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 83(1999) 1108, and to be published.)
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Box 2: In spite of the fact that the number of protons and
nucleons in the nucleus is rather small, and nucleonic
velocities are fast, atomic nuclei exhibit collective modes
such as rotations and vibrations. Manynuclei emit photons
characteristic of the sequential de-excitation of rotational
bands. In quantum mechanics, collective rotation can only
arise for systems that have a deformed shape, Le.,
nonspherical distribution of the nucleonic density. It has
been only recently that rotational photons could be
detected iJi spectroscopic studies of the transactinides.
First results on the collective properties of nobelium
isotopes 252.254No have been obtained at Argonne (USA)
and Jyvaskyla (Finland). Ithas been found that the ground
state rotional band of 254No, the best deformed nucleus
above 208Pb, resists fission up to a spin of at least 20 1i (see
Fig. 6). Detailed microscopic calculations have shown that
the fission barrier ofthis nucleus changes veryweaklywith
angular momentum, thus explaining this amazing stability
ofthe nobeIiums as a combined effect ofthe Coulomb and
Coriolis-plus-centrifugal forces.

Fig. 6: Experimental confirmation of the role of deformation in transactinides was recently obtained for 254No. The figure (right portion) shows
a cascade of transitions characteristic of the rotation of a deformed nucleus. From the precise energy difference between successive states, it is
inferred that 254No has a football-like shape with an axis ratio of4:3, in agreement with theory.The fact that states with angular momenta as
high as 20 1i were detected underscores the remarkable resilience of the shell effects against the centrifugal force and fission. Modern nuclear
structure calculations - such as the one labeled HF+Sly4 (left) - tell that stability comes in specific cases from the ability ofthe nucleus to
deform. Here, the deformation parameter fh characterizes the elongation of the nuclear shape (for (32=0 nucleus is spherical).
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The calculations predict the competition between several of
these forms for the central nuclear density due to the huge elec
tric charge. It is difficult to say at present whether these exotic
topologies can occur as metastable states. Will the spherical bub
ble minimum undergo the shape transition to the "band-like"
configuration? What is the stability of all these shapes to reflec
tion-asymmetric and triaxial deformations? It is possible that
there exist isolated islands of nuclear stability, associated with
very exotic topologies of nuclear density, stabilized by shell
effects.

Perspectives
The heavy element research has been traditionally concentrated
in three laboratories: Berkeley, Dubna, and GSI. But the exciting
new discoveries brought new players to the "superheavy" com
munity: RlKEN (Japan) and GANIL (France). Chemical studies
of transactinides are also being carried out at PSI and JAERl
(Japan).

One of the most important and urgent tasks facing experi
mentalists will be to confirm the new elements found in Dubna.
This will not be easy, since these nuclei form an isolated island,
disconnected from the known region of the nuclear chart. In
order to identify the elements beyond Z=112, new tools, such as
direct mass measurements or chemical studies must be devel
oped. How to reach even heavier nuclei? The new-generation
high-current stable-beam accelerators will certainly be helpful in
making new discoveries at a picobarn level. However, in order to
explore new, more neutron-rich superheavy regions, accelerated
beams of radioactive neutron-rich nuclei will have to be utilized.
It is hoped that the new high-powered ISOL facilities will enable
us to explore the theoretically crucial region of nuclei between
the deformed N= 162 shell and the spherical N=184 shell.

There are also many challenges facing nuclear theory ofsuper
heavies. The currently highly phenomenological models used to
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describe heavy-ion fusion are not reliable when extrapolating
outside the regions of known nuclei. The situation is not better
for the description of static fission barriers and of dynamics of
fission. Slightly better is the situation in the theoretical modeling
of nuclear structure of transactinides, where the microscopic
self-consistent models can make quantitative predictions. Here,
the main problem is how to extrapolate density-dependent effec
tive interactions to the superheavy "terra incognita" and how to
describe exotic forms of nuclear existence created thanks to the
huge Coulomb force and the borders of the superheavy region.
The advances in computer technology and in numerical algo
rithms will certainly be crucial for the success of this task.

This research was supported in part by the US. Department of
Energyunder Contract Nos. DE-FG02-96ER40963 (University of
Tennessee), DE-AC05-000R22725 with UT-Battelle, LLC (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory), the Polish Committee for Scientific
Research (KBN) under Contract No. 2 P03B 040 14, and NATO
grant PST.CLG.977613.
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Effervescence in a glass of champagne:
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People have long been fascinated by bubbles and foams
dynamics, and since the pioneer work of Leonardo da Vinci

in the early 16th century, this subject has generated a huge bibliog
raphy. However, only very recently, much interest was devoted to
bubbles in champagne wines [1]. Small bubbles rising through
the liquid, as well as a bubble ring (the so-called collar) at the
periphery of a flute poured with champagne, are the hallmark of
this traditionally festive wine, and even if there is no scientific
evidence yet to connect the quality of a champagne with the fine
ness of its bubbles, people nevertheless often make a connection
between them. Therefore, since the last few years, a better under
standing of the role played by each of the numerous parameters
involved in the bubbling process has become an important stake
in the champagne research area. Furthermore, in addition to
these strictly enological reasons, we also feel that the area ofbub
ble dynamics and especially the area of collapsing bubble
dynamics could benefit from the simple but close observation of
a glass poured with champagne.

In this paper, our first results concerning the close observation
of the three main steps of a champagne bubble's life are sum
marised, i.e. the bubble nucleation, the bubble ascent and the
collapse of a bubble bursting at the free surface of the liquid. Our
results were obtained in real consuming conditions, in a classical
crystal flute pouredwith a standard commercial Champagne wine.

Bubble nucleation
In the case of Champagne wines, the main gas responsible for
bubble production is carbon dioxide, which is produced byyeasts
during the second fermentation in the closed bottle. According to
Henry's law, equilibrium progressively establishes between the
gas dissolved into the wine and the gas into the vapour phase in
the headspace under the cork. At the end of fermentation, the
CO2pressure under the cork is around 6 atm., and the wine may
contain up to 12 g/L of dissolved CO2.When the bottle is opened,
the CO2pressure in the vapour phase suddenly falls. The thermo
dynamic equilibrium of the closed bottle is broken, and the wine
becomes supersaturated with CO2molecules. To recover a new
stable thermodynamic state corresponding to the atmospheric
pressure, champagne must degas. When champagne is poured
into a glass, two mechanisms enable dissolved C02 molecules to
escape from the supersaturated liquid medium: diffusion
through the flat free surface of the liquid, and bubble formation.
As soon as a liquid medium is supersaturated, the bulk free ener
gy per unit of volume, 6.gv, associated with the transfer of
dissolved gas molecules into the vapour is negative, and therefore
thermodynamically favourable. But the bubble production
process also results into the production of interfacial free energy.
Below a critical radius re depending on some physicochemical
parameters of the solution, the bubble embryo formation results
in a net increase of the total free energy of the system. Hence
forth, classical nucleation is characterized by an energy barrier to
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A gas pocket
entrapped inside
the particle
clearly appear

100 ~m

fl9Jl Close-up ofa particle acting as a nucleation site on the
wall of a glass poured with champagne. Most of these particles
are hollow elongated and roughly cy~ndrical fibres. .

overcome [2]. Therefore, homogeneous bubbl~nucleation within
the liquid bulk or heterogeneous nucleation on smooth surfaces
requires very high supersaturating ratios, which are totally unre
alistic in the case of Champagne wines [3,4]. In weakly
supersaturated liquids, such as champagne, sparkling wines and
carbonated beverages in general, bubbles need pre-existing gas
cavities with radii of curvature greater than the critical radius in
order to overcome the nucleation energy barrier and grow freely.
In this type of non-classical heterogeneous nucleation, dissolved
gas molecules spontaneously diffuse through the meniscus of
pre-existing gas cavities.

Contrary to a generally accepted idea, nucleation sites are not
located on irregularities of the glass itself. The length-scale of
glass and crystal irregularities is far below the critical radius of
curvature required for the non-classical heterogeneous nucle
ation. Most ofnucleation sites are located on hollow and roughly
cylindrical exogenous cellulose fibres coming from the sur
rounding air or remaining from the wiping process. Because of
geometrical and hydrophobic properties, such particles are able
to entrap gas pockets during the filling of a flute and thus to start
up the bubble production process. A typical nucleation site is dis
played in figure 1. The gas pocket entrapped into the particle and
which starts-up the bubble production process clearly appears.
Such particles are responsible for the clockwork and repetitive
production of bubbles that rise in-line into the form of elegant
bubble trains [5-7]. This cycle of bubble production at a given
nucleation site is characterised by its "bubbling" frequency. The
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time needed to reach the moment ofbubble detachment depends
on the kinetics of the CO2 molecules transfer from the cham
pagne to the gas pocket, but also on the geometrical properties of
the given nucleation site. Now, since a collection of particle
shapes and sizes exists on the glass wall, the bubbling frequency
may also vary from one site to another. Three minutes after pour
ing, we measured frequencies ranging from less than 1 Hz up to
almost 30 Hz, which means that the most active nucleation sites
emit up to 30 bubbles per second. o

where the added-mass coefficient CAM is the ratio of the sur-
rounding volwne of liquid displaced during ascent to the bubble CD· 1
volwne. The equation of motion of champagne rising and
expanding gas bubbles can therefore be written under the form,

Since the bubble radius expands during the rise, this equation
reduces to,
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(1)

d( ) 4 3 1 2 2- MoU =-pgnR -Cv-pU nR
dt 3 2

a viscous drag force exerted by the surrounding fluid. This drag
force is classically expressed by

pU 2
2

FD =CD--nR
2

where CD is a dimensionless drag coefficientt • Inertia of bubbles
can obviously be neglected, but during the rise, bubbles induce a
displacement of the surrounding fluid in their vicinity, which
leads to an added-mass force. The added-mass of a bubble is

4 3
Mo = CAM p-nR

3

Bubble rise
A short examination of the typical regular bubble train presented
in figure 2 is already very instructive. It appears clearly that bub
bles grow during ascent. Moreover, as the distance between two
successive bubbles increases, and since bubbles are released from
the nucleation site with clockwork regularity, it can be guessed
that a bubble accelerates when rising through the liquid. In order
to better analyse hydrodynamic and physicochemical parameters
that control bubble ascent, let us write the equation of motion of
an expanding spherical gas bubble, rising in a low viscous fluid,
as in the case of champagne bubbles. After release from its nucle
ation site, a bubble experiences, in addition to the buoyancy

4 3
FB =pg-,.R

3

.E.i9..11 Normalised drag coefficient experienced by champagne
bubbles during ascent as a function of the Reynolds number Re
(and indirectly as a function of the travelled distance hfrom the
nucleation site); fluid sphere limit (- - - -); rigid sphere limit (- -);
normalised drag coefficient that a bubble of fixed radius would
experience (-).

4 3(dU 3U dR) 4 3 I 2 2C p-nR -+-- =-pglfR -C -pU lfR
AM 3 dt R dt 3 D 2

(2)

It was nevertheless found that the added-mass effect of a bubble
approaching the free surface never exceeds 2-3 % of its buoyancy
[5-7]. As a result, it will be neglected in the following. Thus, the

t R is the bubble radius, U is the rising velocity, p is the liquid density,
and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
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equation of motion (2) reduces itself to the classical balance
between drag force and buoyancy. Now, for each bubble of a
given bubble train, the experimental determination of R and U
leads to the experimental determination of the drag coefficient
CD along the rise, through the expression,

Fig. 4: Reconstructed time sequence illustrating six stages of the
collapse of a single bubble at the free surface.The time interval
between each frame is around 1 ms.

1mm

Bubble collapse at the free surface
We report now results concerning bubbles collapsing at the free
surface of champagne. A reconstructed time sequence illustrat
ing four stages of the collapse of a single bubble is presented in
figure 4. Photographs reproduced here were taken immediately
after the rupture of a bubble cap [11]. A brief description of each
frame follows.

content is lower in beer, growth rates of beer bubbles are lower
than those of champagne. As a result, the dilution effect due to
the rate of dilatation of the bubble area may be too weak to avoid
the rigidification of the beer bubble interface.

Between the frame 1 and 2, the thin liquid film, which consti
tutes the emerged part of the bubble, has just ruptured (on a
time-scale of 10 to 100 f!S). During this extremely brief initial
phase, the bulk shape of the bubble has been frozen. A nearly mil
limetric open cavity remains at the free surface. While collapsing,
the bubble cavity gives rise to a high-speed liquid jet above the
free surface (frames 3 and 4). Near the base of the liquid jet, one

- can distinguish an extremely small bubble (around 100 fllll),
probably entrapped during the collapsing process. Due to its own
velocity, this upward liquid jet becomes unstable and breaks up
into droplets called jet drops (frame 5). The combined effects of
inertia and surface tension give droplets various and often amaz
ing shapes. Finally, droplets ejected by the parent bubble recover
a quasi spherical shape (frame 6). Due to surface excitations fol
lowing bubble collapse, capillary wave trains centred on the
bursting bubble are propagating at the free surface. On the right
side of the central bubble, the tiny bubble entrapped during col
lapse can be observed.

The liquid jet that follows a bubble collapse strikingly resem
ble, in miniature, that one can observe as a drop impacts the
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(4)

(3)

c = 8gR
D 3U 2

Bubbles with a fully mobile interface behaving hydrodynamically
as fluid spheres will exhibit values of Cn close to zero, whereas
polluted bubbles behaving hydrodynamically as rigid spheres
will have values of Cv close to one. In figure 3, the normalised
drag coefficient of champagne bubbles was plotted as a function
of Re, for bubbles of various bubble trains. After a first regime
attributed to both inertia and wall effects where CD> 1, it appears
clearly from figure 3 that bubbles reach a quasi-stationary stage
intermediate between that of a rigid and that a fluid sphere (but
nevertheless closer to that of a fluid sphere). This result drastical
ly differs from the result classically observed with bubbles of
fixed radii rising in surfactant solutions. Actually, surfactants
progressively adsorb at the surface of a rising bubble thus
increasing the immobile area of the bubble surface. Therefore,
the drag coefficient experienced by a rising bubble of fixed radius
progressively increases, and inexorably reaches the rigid sphere
limit when the bubble interface gets completely contaminated.
Strictly speaking, the complete immobilisation of the interface of
a bubble rising in a surfactant solution is reached before its com
plete coverage, as demonstrated by Ybert and di Meglio [9]. In
the case of a champagne bubble, since the bubble expands during
its rise through the supersaturated liquid, the bubble interface
continuously increases, and therefore continuously offers newly
created surface to the adsorbed surface-active materials (around
5 mg/L, mostly composed of proteins and glycoproteins).
Expanding bubbles experience two opposing effects. Figure 3
suggests that the bubble growth during ascent approximately bal
ances the adsorption rate of surface-active compounds on the
rising bubble.

We also compared the behaviour of champagne bubbles with
that of beer bubbles. It was found that beer bubbles showed a
behaviour, very close to that of rigid spheres [5-7], thus confirm
ing a previous study (10). This is not a surprising result, since
beer contains much higher amounts ofsurface-active macromol
ecules (of order of several hundreds mg/L) likely to be adsorbed
at a bubble interface than champagne. Furthermore, since the gas

During the last decades, many empirical or semi-empirical equa
tions have been proposed to approximate CD for bubbles in free
rise. Some of the most popular are listed in the book of Clift et al.
[8). Our measurements were compared with two of them, respec
tively CRS and CFS, available in the whole range of Reynolds
numbers Re covered by champagne bubbles. CRS concerns rigid
spheres, and is applicable for rising bubbles completely covered
with surfactants, whereas CFS was obtained for fluid spheres, i.e.
bubbles with a fully mobile interface free from surface-active
materials.

In order to indirectly access the bubble surface state during the
rise, the normalised drag coefficient CD defined as follows was used,
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Fig. 5: Close-ups of two liqUid jets that follow respectively, a
bubble collapse (a),and a drop impact (b).

flower-shaped structures [14]. During the stretching process,
energy is supposed to be mainly stored as surface free energy. A
systematic image analysis of numerous time sequences condu<;t
ed with an high-speed video camera demonstrated an average
increase M of 15 % within approximately 300 J.1S ofbubble areas
adjacent to collapsing bubbles. During the stretching process,
stresses in a distorted bubble-cap (one petal of the flower-shaped
structure) can be evaluated as shown below in equation 5.

By comparison, in a previous study, a numerical model con
ducted to stresses of the order of 104 dyn cm-2 in the boundary

I. bFig. 6: Oblique view of the collateral effects on adjoining
LUbbles of a bubble collapsing at the free surface.

tt liE is the corresponding surface energy in excess during the stretching process, V is the
volume ofliquid in the emerging bubble-cap, yis the champagne surface tension
(.. 50 mN/m),A is the emerging bubble area, and eis the thickness of the thin liquid
film of the bubble-cap (oforder of 10-6-10-7 m) [15].

1 cm1mm

At a millimetric scale, such a violent hydrodynamic phenome
non which leads to the projection of a high-speed liquid jet is
driven by the capillary pressure gradients arising in the layer
around the open cavity left by a bursting bubble. Immediately
after the rupture of the bubble cap, the sides of the open cavity
becomes a region of positive curvature. It ensues a ring of high
pressure on the sides of the open cavity. At the same time, due to
a negative curvature, a low pressure zone exists around the
underside of the cavity. As a result, fluid is rapidly drawn from the
sides to the axis of symmetry. The underside of the cavity
becomes a region ofhigh pressure. This pushes fluid upward and
downward to produce two liquid jets.

Since the first photographic investigation published about fifty
years ago [13], numerous experiments have been conducted with
single bubbles collapsing at a free surface. But, to the best of our
knowledge, and surprising as it may seem, no results concerning
the collateral effects on adjoining bubbles of bubbles collapsing
in a bubble monolayer have been reported up to now. Actually,
effervescence in a glass of champagne ideally lends
to a preliminary work with bubbles collapsing in a Equation 5tt:

bubble monolayer. For a few seconds after pouring,
the free surface is completely covered with a mono
layer composed of quite monodisperse millimetric
bubbles collapsing close to each others. Pho
tographs displayed in figure 6 were taken
immediately after the rupture of a bubble cap.
Adjoining bubble-caps are literally sucked toward
the lowest part of the cavity left by the bursting
bubble, leading to unexpected and short-lived

surface of a pool of liquid. In his book <CA Study of Splashes",
Worthington, presented remarkably sharp photographs of drops
impacts [12]. Shape details of two various liquid jets, produced
during a bubble collapse and during a drop impact are displayed
in figure 5. Hydrodynamic structures arising after a drop impact
are clearly very close to those which follow a bubble collapse.
Since hundreds of bubbles are bursting every second during the
first minutes of champagne-tasting, one can conclude that the
free surface of a glass of champagne is literally spiked with such
cone-shaped liquid structures, unfortunately too short-lived to
be observed tQ the naked eye. .
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layer around an isolated millimetric collapsing bubble [16]. This
is a brand-new and slighdy counter-intuitive result. While
absorbing the energy released during collapse, as an air-bag
would do, adjoining bubble store this energy into the thin liquid
film of emerging bubble-caps, leading finally to stresses higher
than those observed in the boundary layer around single milli
metric collapsing bubbles. Further investigation should be
conducted now, and especially numerically, in order to better
understand the relative influence of each pertinent parameters
(bubble size, liquid density and viscosity, effect of surfactant... )
on bubble deformation.

Contrary to what could have been thought at first glance, effer
vescence of champagne turned out to be a fantastic tool to
investigate a first approach of the physical chemistry of rising
and collapsingbubble dYnamics.As we do, we hope that the read
er will now look at the effervescence in this traditionally festive
wine, not only as a nice visually appealing phenomenon, but also
as a very instructive one in terms of bubble dynamics study. It
would have been regrettable not to have a closer look at such a
daily phenomenon, before considering a more academic
approach under certainlybetter controlled, but also less seducing
conditions.
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A clearer understanding by a wider public ofthe health effects of
radioactive materials arising in the nuclear industry is essen

tial ifthe public interest is to be served. Even clear and continuous
information provided to the public about radiation dose from
industry is inadequate to an intuitive and correct understanding of
relative risk-:- in part because radiation exposure is expressed in
units that non-specialists find difficult to comprehend.

We propose the establishment of a unit of irradiation dose to
the individual that is equal to that provided tQ a human being by
the naturally occurring radioactivity of human tissue: the
"DARI;' from the French for "Dose Annuelle due aux Radiations
Internes"- annual dose from internal radioactivity.

To the extent of 90%, this radiation is due to potassium 40, of
half-life 1.3 billion years, which was present in the cosmic dust
from which the Earth was formed about 4.5 billion years ago.

The DARI amounts to less than 10% of the natural radiation
to which the body is subject, arising from external irradiation
from rocks and from cosmic rays. The use of this unit for
expressing the individual's radiation dose from an incident or an
accident involving radioactive materials would facilitate a proper
judgment of its impact, and would avoid unwarranted concerns.

In the physical sciences an impo.rtant role is played by units of
measure that permit an easy appreciation of the order of magni
tude of the items measured.

The metre, the kilogram, and the second were thus adopted in
engineering. In fields in which the order of magnitude of the
object studied are much smaller or much larger, it has been nec
essary to introduce auxiliary units adapted to daily practice. It is
thus in astronomy or in microscopy; where one uses the light
year, or the angstrom and the nanometer.

Over the last few decades there has been a massive increase in
use of ionizing radiation. There has been a corresponding evolu
tion of units for the measurement of the intensity of sources
emitting radiation and for evaluating their effect on the human
being.

The extreme sensitivity of instruments to measure radioactiv
ity, detecting even the disintegration of a single atom, has led
practitioners, in their particular fields, to deal with figures that
have a substantial number of zeros. Thus the becquerel (Bq) is
the intensity of a source in which one atom on the average disin
tegrates each second; it is used for weak sources, while the
megacurie is often used by an engineer dealing with nuclear
wastes- the curie (Ci) being the intensity ofa source in which 37
billion atoms disintegrate each second- hence 3.7 x 1010 Bq.

Evaluating the effect of radiation on the human body involves
more complex questions. The nature of the ionizing radiation
alpha particles, betas, gammas, heavy ions- makes it necessary
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to take into account the great variation in the deposit of energy
along the trajectory of the particle and on its effectiveness in dis
turbing the genetic material of living cells. The mechanisms
involved in these effects are still a matter of debate, and the exis
tence or not of a threshold for harm gives rise to argument.

Current units of irradiation
The accepted units, which are employed by various individuals
and groups needing to make decisions regarding the acceptable
doses of radiation, both for the public at large and for workers in
the field, are based on the energy deposited by the ionizing radia
tion. But they are hardly helpful in providing an intuitive
estimate of the nature and hazards of radiation. In this regard, let
us just note that the lethal dose of radiation for a human involves
the deposition of energy that raises the temperature of the body
by a mere thousandth of a degree.

The gray (Gy) corresponds to the deposition of 1joule per kg of
living tissue. One takes into account the different sensitivity of the
various human organs by weighting the deposit of energy by a
coefficient of effectiveness, which leads to the definition of the
sievert (Sv). Finally, although it is a matter of reasonable agree
ment that the lethal dose is four or five Sv for a human being,
regulatory authorities interpret the available facts on the induc
tion of lethal cancer by low doses of radiation as giving a
probability of cancer linear with the dose, without a threshold of
harm for a human being. Specifically, that estimate is 0.04 lethal
cancers per Sv of whole body irradiation. Such a coefficient per
mits the prescription of permissible levels of irradiation to have
an acceptable risk for the various populations, when weighed
against benefits to the economy or to the public health in the use
of radiation, for instance for the diagnosis or treatment ofdisease.

Proposal for a new unit linked to the irradiation of the
human body by its own natural radioactivity-the OARI
We suggest an approach that may lead to a more intuitive estima
tion of the impact of low doses of radiation. The unit that we
propose provides a much more immediate idea of the risks run
by a given level of irradiation. It is as rigorous as the units used
thus far, to which it can be related in a precise fashion. We suggest
the "DARI;' for "Dose Annuelle due aux Radiations Internes
(annual dose due to internal radiation)". This is close to the irra
diation experienced during a single year by an individual, due to
the radiation emitted by the radioactive materials present in the
human body that have nothing to do with any line of work. The
DARI is to be defined as 0.2 millisieverts, precisely, although the
annual dose itself is about 10% less.

The two principal radioactive substances that contribute to
this internal irradiation are potassium-40 (a natural isotope that
is a permanent component of living tissue), and carbon-14 pro
duced in the air by cosmic rays and which is present in all living
organisms.

We prefer this standard of internal radiation to one represent
ing the average human irradiation from all natural sources that
corresponds to a level about ten times larger than the unit pro
posed. This total varies too much with geography and altitude to
serve as a reasonable standard.

Our interest in a standard such as the DARI arises from the
fact that even much weaker irradiations than this internal expo
sure give rise to futile controversy and can distort crucial choices
such as those that concern energy supply for centuries to come.

First we discuss more extensively the origin of this internal
irradiation, which will permit us to estimate readily the scale of
certain incidents or accidents related to nuclear power.
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Natural sources of internal and external irradiation
Our planet was formed by the aggregation of the dust from dead
stars. All of the chemical elements that compose the Earth were
synthesized through the nuclear reactions that take place
throughout the life ofsuch stars. Certain elements are radioactive
with a mean life in hundreds of millions or billions ofyears and
are always present.

Uranium, thorium, and potassium play an important role in
creating the molten core of the Earth. The energy of their radia
tions has melted and maintains the molten sphere of iron-nickel,
some 3500 km in radius, which constitutes the core ofour planet.

These primordial radioactive wastes are present everywhere
on Earth. Potassium-40, which is a natural isotope of potassium,
has a half-life of 1.3 billion years. It pervades living organisms,
and the human body of 70 kg mass is host to about 6000 Bq
i.e., 6000 disintegrations per second.

Uranium is widely distributed on Earth and constitutes about
3 millionths by weight of the Earth's crust. Its presence in rocks
contributes a significant portion of the natural irradiation to
human beings. It also contributes to this total by the radioactivity
of one element in its decay chain- radon-222 (of half life 3.8
days), which is a noble gas emitting alpha particles. Radon is
responsible on average for more than half of the natural irradia
tion of humans; the U.S. government recommends effective
ventilation of homes in order to reduce the level of radon from
building materials or from seepage from the underlying rock.

Nuclear energy and public health
Uranium has a special importance since the discovery of nuclear
energy. By use of uranium fission in a nuclear reactor, as much
energy could be extracted from the uranium ofanygiven portion
of the Earth's crust as if it were pure coal.

Of course, because of the cost of extraction of uranium from .
such lean deposits, it is currently obtained from the much small
er deposits of higher grade ore- ranging from 0.1% to 14%
uranium by weight. But studies show that it is possible to obtain
uranium from seawater (where it constitutes only about 3 bil
lionths by weight) with a cost that is a mere 15 times larger at the
moment than that required to obtain uranium from the deposits
that now serve to feed nuclear power plants. Uranium from sea
water thus gives an affordable and practically unlimited supply of
fuel for fission power.

In the future, which in the more or less long term is threatened
by the exhaustion ofthe energy resources based on fossil fuel, it is
thus legitimate to consider the major role that can be played by
nuclear energy. This is particularly true considering the
enhanced greenhouse effect from the carbon liberated to the
atmosphere by the normal combustion of coal, oil, or even natur
al gas. However, the enormous amount of radioactivity produced
in the course of releasing energy from fission, raises inevitable
questions and anxieties about the danger for our generation and
those to come, by the massive deployment ofnuclear power.

The degree to which nuclear power is accepted depends upon
the resources of the individual countries, but also upon a realistic
evaluation of the dangers and problems the various alternative
energy sources present to the human species. Decisions are ren
dered more difficult by the sometimes irrational character of the
debates concerning the effects on humans of ionizing radiation
ofvarious origins, to which we are exposed, voluntarily or not.

A major problem right now for the nuclear industry is to show
that it is capable of caring for radioactive waste from nuclear
power plants in a satisfactory fashion for generations to come,
and is able practically to eliminate the possibility of a major
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catastrophe like that at Chernobyl in 1986.
To make a proper judgment of various proposed courses of

action, it is helpful to take into account the irradiation to which
humans are exposed independently of nuclear energy.

Relative importance of natural sources of irradiation,
internal or external
Radiation from internal sources is an absolute floor below which
it is impossible to sink. Natural radiation overall, about ten times
larger, represents a level to which we should refer to evaluate the
limits imposed on exposure from the nuclear industry, and in
order to evaluate the seriousness of incidents or accidents. We
will now examine several sources contributing to natural radia
tion, using as the unit of irradiation the sievert or the thousandth
of a sievert- millisievert (mSv). Cosmic rays shower the Earth
and provoke nuclear reactions in the upper atmosphere, caused
by the energetic protons of the cosmic rays. At sea level the cos
mic rays contribute an annual irradiation about 0.5 mSv. The
intensity increases with altitude, which on average contributes
more irradiation in a year to airline crews than is legally permit
ted for workers in the nuclear industry- 20 mSv per year.

In the atmosphere, cosmic rays transmute nitrogen into
radioactive carbon- carbon-14, with a mean life of 5000 years;
C-14 is present in the form of carbon dioxide within the atmos
phere. Incorporated by plants into their tissues, carbon-14
pervades all living things, and along with potassium-40, present
since the beginning of the Earth, contributes the most important
and least avoidable part of internal radiation. For a person of 70
kg weight, carbon-14 contributes about 4000 becquerel; together
with the 6000 Bq from potassium-40, one has thus an activity of
10,000 Bq in the average human being. Taking into account the
relative biological effectiveness of this radiation on different
organs, this source of 10,000 Bq contributes about 0.17 mSv per
year. Incidentally, it is the same 0.17 mSv per year for a child and
for an adult of whatever weight, since it is the energy deposited
per kg that is measured by the Sv- 1 joule per kg.

Now we compare this level to the total irradiation experienced
by humans from other natural sources, totalling, as indicated,
about 2 mSv per year. One needs to take into account the radioac
tivity of the soil containing more or less radioactive material
notably potassium and uranium. In France itself, there is a vari
ability of a factor 3 from 1 mSv in the environs of Paris to 3 mSv
in Brittany. On our planet, there are vast populated regions where
the natural radioactivity is much greater. Added to the exposure
from rocks, there is the radioactivity due to radon, and the cos
mic ray intensity that varies with altitude.

Natural irradiation ofthe average American citizen, like that of
the French, amounts to about 2.5 mSv per year, to which must be
added the irradiation due to medical diagnostics- on the order
of 1 mSv per year on average. The variation in natural radioactiv
ity within France, about 1 mSv per year, exceeds the limit
imposed by the law on the exposure of the civil population by the
nuclear industry. At this level, it has not been possible thus far to
demonstrate any impact on public health; there is no direct evi
dence ofharm caused by irradiation of this magnitude.

It seems to us instructive to choose as a practical unit ofirradi
ation close to that due to the unavoidable K-40 and C-14 in the
body, amounting to 0.17 mSv per year, which is quite uniform
among the world's population. We have rounded this to 0.20 mSv
per year and called it the DARI, for "Dose Annuelle due aux Radi
ations Internes (annual dose due to internal radiation)".
According to the International Commission on Radiation Pro
tection (ICRP), exposure to a DARI conveys a probability of
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incurring lethal cancer of ten parts in one million. If a lethal can
cer corresponds to 20 years of life shortening, each DARI then
costs the individual one hour of life expectancy. This calculation
is rejected by some who believe in the existence of a threshold,
below which there is no harm from radiation. In either case, one
hour is little enough to pay for the gift of a body inherited from
the stars and the cosmic rays.

The natural variability from place to place amounts to five
DARI or more. Nevertheless, we should not countenance the
addition of even one DARI to the individual's radiation burden
without considering the benefits to that individual and to society.

Table 1 demonstrates the relative importance ofvarious wide
spread sources of irradiation.

Table 1. The relative importance of various widespread sources of
irradiation

O.lDARI Dose received In France on average from the nuclear power Industry

SDARI The soil in the environs of Paris on average

10DARl The soil in Brittany on average

5DARI Cosmic rays ats~ level (increase of I DAR! per 50 m at altitude).

5DARl Average diagnostic radiography'

5DARI Limit established for the irradiation Ofthe pUblic by the nuclear

industry.

40DARI Single CAT scan

500DARI Annual maximum dose, for 5 successive years, for a worker in the

nuclear industry.

25,OOODARI Lethal dose for the average human

300.000 to 500.000 Dose delivered as local irradiation to treat a cancer.

DARI

*The DARI is intended to represent an effective dose. If 2milligray of
gamma radiation is delivered to the left side of the body, the equivalent
(and effective) whole-body dose is one millisievert or 5 DARI. According
to the linear hypothesis for the effects of low doses of radiation, the
same probability of cancer will result as if one millisievert were
delivered to the whole body - although any tumour will appear only
on the left and not the right side of the body. Asimilar approach applies
to the effect of a small diagnostic dose of radioactive iodine - effects
of which would be limited to the thyroid but which could be expressed
in equivalent whole-body dose in microsieverts or DARI.

The exposure limit of 500 DARI imposed on a worker in the
nuclear industry corresponds to a reduction in life expectancy
(500 hours) equal to that produced by the smoking of ten ciga
rettes per day during that same year.

This risk of cancer to a worker receiving the maximum per
mitted dose in the nuclear industry should be compared with the
occupational risks associated with other industrial or commer
cial activities. For example, driving an automobile in traffic
exposes the driver to carcinogenic exhaust fumes (especially par
ticulate matter) with a greater risk of cancer.

Recently one has seen in France polemicS over accidental
releases of radiation whose impact is less than one hundredth of
a DARI, exposing only a local population to this tiny augmenta
tion in irradiation.

The DARI puts in perspective these polemics, of which the
impact on the political scene and in the media is disproportion
ately large compared with the substance. The debate should
centre on the following problems as regards future energy:
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• What are the real and comparative hazards ofvarious sources

of energy now available to humanity?

After the exhaustion of the fossil energy supplies, what are the
options then?

We are expecting 9 billion humans in the middle of this century,
compared with 6 billion at this moment. In the industrialized
countries, about 20% of the population die of cancer. Among the
sources of cancer about half have been identified as due to life
style- tobacco, alcohol, obesity, diet-and seem avoidable.
About 2% of cancers are thought to arise from carcinogenic
materials used in industry, or from automobile exhaust fumes.

One must be alert to reduce to a minimum all of these haz
ards-especially the more important ones. Those that are due to
radioactivity are among the easiest to measure, and they must be
maintained at an acceptable level. A unit of measure which takes

into account the unavoidable natural self-irradiation of a human
being seems appropriate, bearing in mind that it has not been
directly demonstrated to have an effect on health.

According to the severe criteria used by regulatory authorities
to evaluate the impact of radiation on public health, the DARI
shortens life by about one hour per year. And the French accord
ingly lose six minutes per year because of their dependence on
nuclear power-assuredly less than the hazard of the coal alter
native. The table shows, however that there is substantial merit in
reducing the exposure to the average individual from diagnostic
X-rays, which by the same calculation shortens life by an average
offive hours per year.

Georges Charpak received the Nobel Prize for Physics 1992 and is
Membre de I'Academie des Sciences. Richard L. Garwin is amember of
the US National Academy of Sciences.

Plectics: The studyofsimplicityandcomplexity
Murray Gell-Mann, Santa Fe Institute,Santa Fe, USA

The subject that I call plectics is the study of simplicity and
complexity. At the Santa Fe Institute, which I helped to start,

we deal to a great extent with matters of simplicity and complexi
ty. I arrived at the name, plectics, in the following way. The word
"complex" comes from plexus, originally meaning braided, and
com-, meaning together, hence braided together. "Simple" comes
in a similar way from roots meaning once folded; and the Latin
words for "braided" and "folded" both owe their ultimate origin
to the Indo-European root *plek-. In Greek, that root gives rise to
plektos, meaning braided. So, in using the word plectics we are
describing the subject ofsimplicity and complexitywithout com
mitting ourselves as to whether we are talking about something
simple (once folded) or something complex (braided together).

What do we mean by complexity and its opposite, simplicity?
It would take a great many concepts, a great many quantities to
capture all the various meanings implicit in our use of the word
complexity. But there is one concept - what I call effective com
plexity - that represents most closely what we usually mean in
everyday conversation and also in scientific discourse when we
use the word. A non-technical definition of effective complexity
would be the length of a highly compressed description of the
regularities of the entity under consideration. Compression 
the elimination of redundancy - is very important; otherwise
the length of the message would be ofvery little concern to us.

In my book"The Quark and the Jaguar" I describe the elemen
tary school teacher who assigned to her class a 300-word essay to
be turned in on Monday. One pupil, who spent the weekend play
ing around outdoors (as I would have done as a child), hastily
scribbled the following on Monday morning: "Yesterday the
neighbours had a fire in their kitchen, so I leaned out of the win
dow and yelled "FIRE, FIRE, FIRE, FIRE, ... " Of course he could
have compressed that description by saying "I leaned out of the
window and yelled FIRE 282 times", but the teacher insisted on a
300-word essay. Now, one way to discuss compression is to make
use of the concept of algorithmic information content. It is
defined for a string ofbits, that is a string of zeros and ones, or an
entity that is described by that string of zeros aild ones. The algo-
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rithmic information content is the length of the shortest program
that will cause a given universal computer U to print out that bit
string and then stop computing.

Any kind of definition that utilises the length of description,
even the length of a very concise description, will still involve a
certain amount of arbitrariness or context dependence. We are
describing a certain entity and the description is coded into a bit
string. The level of detail at which we are describing the entity
obviously matters. In physics that is called the coarse graining.
The language in which the original description is expressed may
also matter, and certainly the assumed knowledge and under
standing of the world are important. All of these things help to
determine the length of description. When the description is
then coded into a string of bits to be printed out by a computer,
we have additional context dependence, through the coding con
vention and also the choice of the universal computer. But ifwe
put up with all that context dependence, we can give a more tech
nical definition of effective complexity: the algorithmic
information content of the regularities of an entity. That means

. that the entire algorithmic information content of the entity is
split into two terms - one describing the regularities and the
other describing the remaining features, which are regarded as
incidental or random

Ties and bits
Let me use neckties as an example. The length of description of
regular ties is trivial - you just give the colours, widths, and
spacings of the stripes and the background colour of the tie, and
you have it. But, of course, we are making a distinction here
between the regularities in the pattern and various other features
of the tie that we are treating as random or incidental, for exam
ple soup stains or little irregularities in the weave, and so on and
so forth... Those are not included in the description.

Ifwe are just concentrating on the regularities in the pattern of
other ties, this by contrast, is quite complex. For a hand-painted
tie from Austin, Texas, describing the regularities of its pattern
would take a long time. It has a high effective complexity.
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For a hand-painted tie...

describing the regularities

of its pattern would take a

long time. It has a high

effective complexity.

Let us consider a bit string consisting entirely of ones. It is
obviously simple, since describing its regularity is so easy. It has a
very low effective complexity as well as a very low algorithmic
information content.

At the other end of the scale of algorithmic information con
tent we would have a long bit string with almost no regularities
- an incompressible or "random" string of zeros and ones, with
no regularities except the length. Its algorithmic information
content is very high, in fact maximal for the length of the string.
The shortest program to describe it would be one that says
"Print" followed by the string. Even though it has the greatest
possible algorithmic information content, its effective complexity
is again very small, because there are no regularities except the
length.

So at both extremes, for the very simple string and for the very
messy one, we have low effective complexity. Effective complexity
can be large only in between, for something that lies between the
extremes of order and disorder, something that has lots of differ
ent regularities.

Now, there can be no well-defined mathematical procedure
that is guaranteed to find all the regularities ofa bit string or ofan
entity described by it. In general we identify regularities by
means ofshared information, known technically as mutual infor
mation. If we process a bit string in certain ways and find that
after processing it we can divide it into two or more parts and
those parts share a lot of information, then we conclude that
there is regularity present. While mutual information is diagnos
tic of regularity, it does not supply a measure of the algorithmic
information content of the regularities that are present, and so
mutual information is quite distinct from effective complexity.

Although there are mechanisms for identifying regularity,
there is, as I indicated already, no mathematical procedure that
will guarantee finding all the regularities. Thus the effective com
plexity, the algorithmic information content of the regularities,
depends to some extent on who or what is describing the entity.

Let's go back to the necktie, when we were discussing the effec
tive complexity of the pattern and ignoring the various kinds of
stains. However, suppose that we are dry-cleaners. We wouldn't
care so much about the pattern; we would concentrate instead on
the soup stains, the blood stains, the wine
stains, and so on. Those are the regularities
that are most important for the dry-cleaner.

What are the systems that identify per
ceived regularities and then compress their
description into a brief message? They are
what I call complex adaptive systems, ones
that learn or adapt or evolve as living things
do. Each of us is such a system, capable of
identifying perceived regularities in the data
stream reaching us and distinguishing them
from what is perceived as random or inci
dental, and then compressing the description
of those regularities into a briefmessage.

We can give a description of how a complex adaptive system
functions. It takes in a stream of data about the world, including
itself. Certain regularities are identified in data that it has already
taken in, and those regularities are then compressed into a very
brief message, which I call a schema. This schema can be used, in
combination with further data from the stream, to describe fea
tures ofthe world, predict the behaviour of things in the world, or
prescribe behaviour for the complex adaptive system in the
world. But then there are consequences in the real world: the
description is better or worse; the predictions come true or they
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fail; the prescription for behaviour in the real
world results in success or failure, survival or dis
appearance. Those consequences in the real
world then feed back to exert selection pres
sures on the competition among various
candidate schemata. CA schema, although it
has to have some degree of stability or
robustness, must also be capable of
changing, of undergoing mutation or
replacement by another schema.)

Complex adaptive systems and
life
All of the examples on Earth of
complex adaptive systems, at
least all the ones we know of,
are connected in some way
with life, although they
are not necessarily alive
or even parts or aggre
gations of living
systems. Also, they
have a tendency to
give rise to other
complex adap
tive systems.

Among the
complex adaptive
systems on our
planet were the pre-
biotic chemical
reactions that led to life in the first
place. Then biological evolution is a
complex adaptive system, and so is the

behaviour of each individual organism \~~ii~~Y
resulting from biological evolution. Parts
of organisms can also function as complex
adaptive systems - for example our immune
system. The functioning of the human brain,

giving individual learning and thinking, is
also a complex adaptive system. Then we
may look at the behaviour of organised
groups of people: human cultural evolution
in general is a complex adaptive system, and
human organisations, such as business firms,
evolve as complex adaptive systems.

There are also non-living complex adap
tive systems. Our computers are now
sophisticated enough so that complex adap
tive systems can be established on
computers, usually by the use of software.
Where is the connection with life? It's gener-
ally agreed that the nerds who perfect the

software for these complex adaptive systems on computers are
actually living things.

Now, what are the schemata? Well, let's take a very familiar com
plex adaptive system involving many human beings, namely the
scientific enterprise in which most ofus are engaged. The schema
ta are theories. The theories are robust and when they have success
in predicting properties of the real world they generally survive.
When observations that are done carefully and are repeated over
and over again disagree with the theory, then the theory is likely to
be modified or have another one substituted for it.
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Besides the scientific enterprise, where the schemata are theo
ries, we may consider biological evolution, where the schemata
are genotypes, and the evolution of a human society, where the
schemata are laws, traditions, myths, customs, and so forth.
Those schemata are composed ofunits that Richard Dawkins has
christened memes, analogous to the genes in biological evolu
tion. Sets of memes are the cultural DNA for societal evolution.

Let's return to the complex adaptive systems on computers.
There are genetic algorithms, based on a very crude analogy with
biological evolution. There are the so-called neural nets on com
puters, whieh are based on a very crude analogy with the way that
the human nervous system - in particular the brain - is thought
to operate. But there could be many more. We might have dozens
of different kinds of adaptive computation methods, and they
don't have to be based on analogies with ideas about the brain or
biological evolution. There must be a wide class of possible com
plex adaptive systems on computers. What is that class? Which
members of that class are suitable for solving which problems?
We know that there are some problems for which genetic algo
rithms are suitable, while for others they are not. The same for
neural nets - there are certain optimisation problems, for exam
ple, for which neural nets work very well, while there are others
for which they don't. It can be shown that there is no complex
adaptive system on computers that would be good for all optimi
sation problems. Each one has its domain of applicability, and it
is a great challenge to theory to understand the whole class of
complex adaptive systems on computers and figure out which
one is good for which kind ofproblem.

Now I should point out, as a warning, that not everyone uses
my notation. John Holland, who was the original inventor of
genetic algorithms and a colleague and friend, uses a different
terminology. What I call a complex adaptive system is something
like what he calls an adaptive agent. What I call a schema he calls
an internal model. Also, he uses the term complex adaptive sys
tem to mean what I would call a loose aggregation of complex
adaptive systems that are modelling one another. (Examples
include a market composed of investors and an ecological system
composed of organisms.) By using different terminologies, we
are both illustrating the famous adage that a scientist would
rather use another person's toothbrush than another scientist's
nomenclature.

Sometimes apparent complexity does not reflect high effective
complexity. Besides the length of the shortest program that will
cause a fixed universal computer to print out a description of the
regularities of the entity in question, we must also consider how
long it takes that computer to go from a briefprogram to printing
out the description. That is called the logical depth ofthe regular
ities, as discussed by Charles Bennett.

Apparent and effective complexities
Take, for example, the energylevels of atomic nuclei. The rules for
those energy levels look, at first sight, as if they are very compli
cated, but we now believe that they are obtained from a couple of
simple physical theories: quantum electrodynamics (the quan
tum field theory of electromagnetic interactions) and quantum
chromodynamics (the quantum field theory of quarks and glu
ons). We believe that ifyou put these two together you will get a
description of atomic nuclei in great detail, including the posi
tions of all their energy levels. But the computations are
extremely long and difficult on our existing computers, using
known methods, and most of them haven't even been done yet.
So here is a case where we are looking at something apparently
complex that has in fact low effective complexity, but a lot of log-
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ical depth. In other words, a short program is involved, but that
program is associated with a very long computation time.

Consider a case where we are still not sure whether apparent
complexity reflects effective complexity or logical depth. Do the
universal features of biochemistry on Earth constitute a unique
system? Or are there many different kinds of possible bio
chemistries for systems resembling life that mayflourish on other
planets, orbiting other stars, in other parts of the universe? It
doesn't look as if there is anything particularly special about our
solar system or our planet or, for that matter, life, which appeared
soon after the heavy bombardment of the Earth came to an end.
It is most likely; therefore, there are very many planets in the uni
verse with something like life, that is, complex adaptive systems
with a chemistry resembling in some way the biochemistry on
Earth. But do those chemistries have to be the same? Or is there a
wide class of possible biochemistries? We don't really know and
the experts disagree.

Some of them think that the fundamental constraints of
physics limit biochemistries to just a very few possibilities. Other
theorists believe that there are many possible biochemistries, of
which we happen to have one example here on Earth. Ifwe accept
the ideas of the first set of theorists, then biochemistry has low
effective complexity because it is derivable from the laws of
physics. That derivation might be lengthy; however, implying a.
good deal oflogical depth. If the other theorists are correct, then
biochemistry on Earth could have some appreciable effective
complexity, since it would depend as much on accidents ofhisto
ry as on fundamental physics.

This brings up the matter ofhow complexity arises in the uni
verse. Where does effective complexity come from? We who work
on the fundamental laws of physics mostly believe, as I do, that
those laws are extremely simple. There are two of them. The first
is a unified theory ofall the elementaryparticles and all the forces
of nature. It may be that we already have that theory; in the form
of the wonderful candidate that has evolved from superstring
theory into what is now called"M Theory?'

The other fundamental principle ofphysics is the initial condi
tion of the universe near the beginning of its expansion, some ten
billion years ago. That may also be simple. In fact some specific
ideas have been proposed about ways in which it could be simple.

A hundredyears ago, we would have said that, given the funda
mental theory and the initial condition, we could in principle
predict the history of the universe. But today we know that is not
the case. Our theories are probabilistic rather than fully deter
ministic. Thus the history of the universe is co-determined by
these two fundamental principles and by an inconceivably long
sequence of accidents - chance events - with various possible
outcomes. In advance ofeach event, only probabilities for the dif
ferent outcomes are available. A very simple example from the
laboratory is the disintegration of a radioactive nucleus, emit
ting, for example, an alpha particle. The direction in which that
alpha particle will come out is completely unknowable before it
emerges; all directions are equally probable. When it does come
out, then it is possible to discover the direction of emission.

We can think of the alternative, suitably coarse-grained histo
ries of the universe as forming a branching tree, with
probabilities at each branching. As time goes on and a given
branching is reached, one of its branches is selected. Before the
branching occurs, however, there are only probabilities for the
different alternatives.
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Frozen accidents and the history of the universe
The wonderful Argentinian writer, Jorge Luis Borges, wrote a
short story called"The Garden ofForking Paths", in which some
body built a model of the branching histories of the universe in
the form of such a garden.

Just think of all the accidents that have given rise to us in this
discussion group: the little fluctuation that produced our galaxy;
the accidents that were responsible for the formation of the solar
system; the accidents that determined the character of the Earth;
the accidents early in the history of the Earth that gave rise to life;
all the accidents ofbiological evolution, which, together with nat
ural selection, have produced the life forms on Earth today,
including human beings; and then the accidents of sperm and
egg, of sexual selection, of development in the womb and in
childhood that led to the specific adults in our group.

Now, out of all the accidents in the history of the universe,
some of them are more productive of mutual information, more
productive of regularities than others. The fluctuation that gave
rise to our galaxy, for example, might not be considered very
important on a cosmic scale, but to everything in this galaxy it is
of enormous significance that the galaxy came into being. Simi
larly, many events in human history represent branchings with
huge effects on the future history ofhumanity on the Earth.

Historians nowadays like to talk about Annie Oakley, the
famous female sharpshooter in Buffalo Bill eody's Wild West
Show, which travelled across Europe in 1889. One of the features
ofthe show was that Annie Oakley offered to shoot part of a cigar
out of the mouth of a volunteer from the audience. Typically, no
man volunteered for this dangerous job and her husband, himself
a famous marksman, would step forward with his cigar. Annie
Oakleywould shoot the ash offher husband's cigar and the audi
ence would applaud. But in Berlin, in 1889, there was a volunteer
from the audience - the Kaiser. He had been on the throne for
just one year when he volunteered to be the victim ofAnnie Oak
ley's shooting stunt. She was worried about her aim - she had
been drinking heavily the night before - but she had no choice.
The Kaiser removed the band from his expensive Havana cigar,
clipped off the end with his silver cigar cutter, put the cigar into
his mouth and lit it. Annie aimed at the end of it and shot off the
ash. She did not kill the Kaiser, but what if she had? History
would probably have been quite different. The First World War
might have been very different - indeed, it might never have
happened - and so on and so forth. Here we have an example of
a frozen accident, one that produces a great deal of future mutual
information in a portion of the universe that is of interest.

We can now answer the question of why there is, in so many
domains of experience, a tendency- for entities of greater and
greater complexity to come into being as time goes on. The fun
damentallaws of nature, we have said, are very simple, including
the initial condition of the universe, but those laws are probabilis
tic. So we have a branching tree with probabilities, with accidents
at the branchings. Some of these accidents - the frozen acci
dents - are more important than others. Now, as time goes on,
more and more frozen accidents can accumulate, making possi
ble the emergence of more and more regularities. If the
accumulation of the results of frozen accidents outstrips the era
sure or disappearance of the results ofsuch accidents, then things
of greater and greater complexity can" come into being as time
goes on. It is of course, not true that every individual thing
becomes more complex. Far from it; for instance, organisms and
civilisations die and become, naturally, much less complex in the
process. But what we can say is that in many cases the envelope of
complexity keeps getting pushed out as time goes on, so that
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more and more complex entities come into being.
Now, the appearance of more and more complex entities as

time goes on is in no way incompatible with the famous second
law of thermodynamics, which states that the average disorder,
the average entropy, of a closed system has a tendency to increase
with time. But that is average disorder - there is nothing to stop
mechanisms of self-organisation from producing local order at
the expense of greater disorder elsewhere. We know of many
mechanisms of self-organisation, for example gravitational
attraction, which has produced galaxies, stars, planets, rocks, etc.
Likewise, low temperatures give rise to the beautiful, regular
shapes of crystals or snowflakes.

Let me end by asking about the future. Will things of greater
and greater complexity keep on appearing in the universe? Well,
we don't know for sure, but we can speculate about it. Many theo
retical physicists believe, although so far the experiments have
not proved it, that the proton will ultimately be found to be
unstable. If so, then atomic nuclei are all unstable, with lifetimes
perhaps something like 1035 years (that's a one with 35 zeros after
it - a very large number of years). After some such time, nuclei
would mostly be gone, and atoms and molecules would disap
pear too. Most of the regularities with which we are familiar
would disappear, and it may be that then entities of greater and
greater complexity would no longer keep appearing. In fact, the
envelope of complexity might start to shrink when most of the
nuclei are gone.

However, that is not of immediate concern. We have many
more pressing worries.

(talk delivered to the symposium "Frontiers of Science" held in Coimbra,
Portugal, 1999)

European Group for Optics

and Photonics (EGOP)

The Quantum Electronics and Optics Division of the Euro
pean Physical Society (QEOD of EPS) and the European

Optical Society (EOS) share a strong desire to establish one
unique voice to speak for the optical science and engineering
community in Europe.

As a first step towards greater integration, the Prof. Dr. Theo
Tschudi (President of EOS) and Prof. Dr. Guenter Huber (Presi
dent of QEOD-EPS) signed an agreement in November 2001 to
create a European Group for Optics and Photonics (EGOP), as a
coordination mechanism between the two societies.

EGOP is concerned particularly with those topics that benefit
from a close collaboration between physicists and optical engi
neers. The QEOD and EOS will use EGOP to coordinate their
relevant activities in optics and photonics, and to represent the
two societies in discussions with outside partners when both
societies wish to be represented as one. Especially, there is a
strong wish of both societies to coordinate and collaborate in
conferences. EGOP is an informal structure and has no conse
quence on the membership and structure of QEOD-EPS and
EOS, or on their rules of operation.
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Below is a list of EPS Europhysics Conferences, and EPS Sponsored Conferences. Euro
physics Conferences are organised by EPS Divisions and Groups. Sponsored

Conferences have been reviewed by experts in the field following application, and based on
criteria such as timeliness and topical coverage, are considered to merit EPS sponsorship.

2002 EUROPHYSICS CONFERENCES I

19th General Conference of the Condensed
Matter Division of the European Physical
Society held jointly with CMMP 2002
Condensed Matter and Materials Physics
7-11 April 2002 the Physics Congress,
Brighton, UK
Contact: Conferences Dept.
The Institute of Physics,
76 Portland Place, London W1B INT
tel. +442074704800 tax +44 20 7470 4900
email conferences@iop.org
web http://physics.iop.org/IOP/confs/CMD19/

European Particle Accelerator Conference
EPAC2002
03-07 June 2002 Paris, France
Cite de la Science, Centre des Congres de la
Villette, France
Contact: Prof. J. Le Duff
LAL Laboratoire de l'Accelerateur Lineaire
Universite de Paris Sud, Bat. 34 F - 91898
OrsayCedex
tel. +33 1 64468430 tax +33 1 6907 1499
emailleduff@lal.in2p3.fr
Mrs. Ch. Petit-Jean-Genaz
CERN - AC, CH - 1211 Geneva 23
tel. +41 22 767 32 75 tax +41 22 767 94 60
email Christine.petit-jean-genaz@cern.ch
web http://epac.web.cern.ch/EPAC/

29th EPS Conference on Plasma Physics
and Controlled Fusion
17-21 June 2002 Montreux, Switzerland
Contact: Dr. J.B. Lister or Dr. Y.R. Martin
CRPP-EPFL,
CH - 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
tel. +41 21 693 3482 tax +4121 693 5176
email eps2002@epfl..ch
web http://crppwww.ep~.ch/eps2002

34th Conference of European Group of
Atomic Spectroscopy 2002 (EGAS 2002)
9-12 July 2002 Sofia, Bulgaria
Contact: Dr. K. Blagoev
72 Tzarigradsko, 1784 Sofia, Bulgaria
tel. +5927144646 tax +592 9753226
email kblagoeV@issp.bas.bg or
34egas@issp.bas.bg
web http://www.issp.bas.bg/egas34

Synchroton Radiation in Polymer Science 11
04-06 September 2002 University of
Sheffield, UK
Contact: Professor A.J. Ryan
University of Sheffield, Dept of Chemistry,
Brookhill,
UK - Sheffield S3 7HF
tel. + 44 1142229409 tax + 44 114222
9303
email tony.ryan@shef.ac.uk

5th Liquid Matter Conference
14-18 September 2002 University of
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Konstanz, Germany
Contact: Universitat Konstanz, Fachbereich
Physik
D - 78457 Konstanz, Germany
Conference Chairman: Prof. Rudolf Klein
tel. + 49 7531882955 tax + 49 753188 3157
email rudolf.klein@uni-konstanz.de
Prof. Georg Maret
tel. +49 7531 884788 tax +49 7531883864
emailliquids2002@uni-konstanz.de
web www.Liquids2002.de

2002 SPONSORED CONFERENCES

Second International Meeting on
Photodynamics
10-16 February 2002 Havana, Cuba
Contact: Prof. Jesus Rubayo Soneira
Instituto Superior de Ciencias y Tecnologia
Nucleares
Ave. Salvator Allende y Luaces, Quinta de los
Molinos, Habana 10600,A.P. 6163, Ciudad
Habana, Cuba
tel.+53 7 785018
tax +537785018 or +537241188
email jrs@rsrch.isctn.edu.cu

IUPAP International Conference on
Women in Physics
06-09 March 2002 UNESCO Headquarters,
Paris, France
Contact: IUPAP International Conference
on Women in Physics
clo American Physical Society
One Physics Ellipse, College Park,
MD 20740 USA
tel. + 1 301 209 3269 tax + 1 301 2090865
email beamon@aps.org
web www.i£ufrgs.br/-barbosalconference.html

5th International Topical Meeting on
Industrial Radioisotope and Radiation
Measurement Applications (IRRMA-V)
09-14 June 2002 Bologna, Italy
Contact: Professor Jorge E. Fernandez
(Chairman)
University of Bologna Laboratory of
Montecuccolino-DIENCA
via dei Colli, 16, I - 40136 Bologna, Italy
tel. +390516441718 tax +39 0516441747
email chairman@irrma.unibo.it
web http://www.irrma.unibo.itl

International Quantum Electronics
Conference collocated
with the Conference on Lasers, Applications
and Technologies - IQEC I LAT 2002
22-28 June 2002 Moscow, Russia
Contact: Institute of Laser Physics SB RAS
Prospect Lavrentyev, 13/3, RU - Novosibirsk
630090, Russia
Prof. Sergei N. Bagayev
tel. + 7 3832 33 2489 tax + 7383233 2067
email bagayeV@laser.nsc.ru

EPS MEETINGS LISTING

Dr. Vladirnir 1. Denisov
tel.+7 3832 33 34 78 tax +7 3832 33 34 78
email denisoV@laser.nsc.ru
web http://www.ilc.msu.suliqec/

Europhysical Conference on Defects in
Insulating Materials (EURODIM 2002)
30 June - 05 July 2002 Wroclaw, Poland
Contact: Professor Maria Suszynska
Institute of Low Temperature and Structure
Research
Polish Academy of Sciences
ul. Okolna 2,
PL - 50-950 Wroclaw, Poland
tel. +48 71 343 50 21 tax +4871 2441029
email suszyn@int.pan.wroc.pl
web http://www.int.pan.wroc.pllks/
konferencjeleurodirn20021eurodim2002.asp

International Conference on Laser
Probing (LAP 2002)
07-12 July 2002 Leuven, Flandres, Belgium
Contact: LAP Conference Secretariat
Celestijnenlaan 200 D,
B- 3001 Leuven, Belgium
tel. + 32 163272 04 tax + 32 16327983
emaillap2002@fys.ku1euven.ac.be
web http://www.fys.ku1euven.ac.be/vsml
lap2002

International Conference on Theoretical
PhysicsTH-2002
22-26 July 2002 Paris - UNESCO, France
Contact: Prof. Daniel Iagolnitzer
tel. +331690881 15
email iago@spht.saclay.cea.fr
Prof. Jean Zinn-Justin
teL +33 1 69087468
email zinn@spht.saclay.ceaJr
CEA-Saclay. Service de Physique Theorique
F - 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette cedex, France

Conference on the Elementary Processes
in Atomic Systems (CEPAS 2002)
02-06 September 2002 Technical University
of Gdansk, Poland
Contact: Brygida Mielewska Elzbieta
Ptasinska-Denga
Technical University of Gdansk
Faculty ofApplied Physics and Mathematics
ul. Narutowicza 11,
PL - 80-952 Gdansk, Poland
tel. + 48 58 3471069,3471461 tax + 4858
3472821
email cepas@mif.pg.gda.pl
web http://www.mif.pg.gda.pllcepas2002

International School of Nuclear Physics,
24th Course,"Quarks in Hadrons and
Nuclei"
16-24 September 2002 Erice, Italy
Contact: Prof. A. Faessler
Universitat Thebingen, Institut flir
Theoretische Physik
Auf der Morgenstelle 14, D-72076 Tiibingen
tel. + 49 707129 76 370 tax + 49 7071 29 53
88
email amand.faessler@uni-tuebingen.de
web http:/www.uni-tuebingen.de/erice/
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The word from Brussels
Tom Elsworth

This is the sixth article in the present series and a year has
passed. Have we made progress on Framework Programme

6? Yes we have as you will see below. Is thinking in Brussels mov
ing in a sensible direction? Yes again, I think. Is everything well
with the world in that case? Not really, not only are the horsemen
of the apocalypse loose, except from the narrowest science ori
ented point of view, but also there is fear of recession and a
frisson of concern about how things will pan out with the Euro.

For myself, I take a positive view and this is of course coloured
by my own interests and experience. For example, a couple of
weeks ago I attended two events in the European Week of Science
and Technology. My company (Communque PR) was involved in
organising the events (called EuroPAWS) as part of a consortium
working under the Framework Programme 5, "Raising Public
Awareness" programme. More information about the events can
be found at www.europaws.org or at www.alphagalileo.org or at
www.cordis.lu.

Suffice it to say for this epistle that the events were intended to
have two impacts, firstly to bring something professional, refresh
ing and new to the European Science and Technology Week
(ESTW) and Raising PublicAwareness (RPA) generally. Secondly
and more importantly, they were directed at convincing writers,
producers and broadcasters of TV drama that good science and
technology is a viable, exciting and audience friendly topic. We
did this by showing excerpts from real top quality TV drama
material (e.g. "Longitude" from Channel 4 in the UK) and also
presenting live dramatisations of new scripts with a science bent.
The main idea behind all this being that science needs access to
the immense communicating power of TV drama (including
soaps because they obviously have the highest impact in terms of
audience). We also feel that the easy approach to raising public
awareness - putting on some sort of amateur direct public con
tact event that touches a few thousand people (usually school
kids because it is easy to get a good turn out) at most is far from
cost effective.

The EuroPAWS events, in particular the live renditions of
future TV scripts, were judged a success by all those involved and
the positive reaction received was such as to encourage the con
sortium to do more of the same in future years - so watch this
space and ifyou are at all interested in this field please look at the
www sites listed above or contact me directly (see box)! This then
was an example of a real move in the right direction.

Turning now to Framework Programme 6, the most recent
development (14th November) is a vote in the European Parlia
ment. Gerard Caudron, the rapporteur presented reports from
the Industry and Research Committee dealing with Euratom and
FP6 (under the consultation procedure) and FP6 generally
(under the co-decision procedure). The main point to note is that
the proposed budget ofEuro 16,270B was endorsed (unlike the
awful budget row for previous Framework Programmes). Sec
ondly, we have considered in these articles more than once the
question of the so called "new instruments".The Caudron report
contains some notes of concern about thesej in that they are
untried, but it generally accepts the logic of their application.
However, Caudron proposes an additional instrument called,
somewhat quaintly, the "stairway to excellence" essentially as an
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entry level instrument for candidate countries, SMEs, new
research institutes and small scale projects. This seems a mild
proposal and indeed I would characterise the whole report in
that way.

The Euratom report was likewise on the whole, mild. On
fusion research however there was an historic eventj for the first
time the Parliament voted for an increase in fusion funding, by
Euro lOOM to Euro 800M. The Caudron report says "Parliament
agrees that controlled thermonuclear fusion is one of the long
term options for energy supplies in conditions of sustainable
development" - hoorah! The Parliament is to be congratulated
on this sensible position.

The next question however, is how will the Commission and
Council of Ministers react (it is the consultation process which
applies so the decision lies with them in reality)? My own view for
what it is worth, is that the time of fusion is coming and rapidly.
All the signs are that UK Government is now a strong supporter
and I should think France and Germany would be too. Indeed
the time scale attached to energy security concerns strongly indi
cates an acceleration of fusion research - perhaps to enable a
decision, post ITER, to build a demonstration power station in 25
years or so. Expect announcements on all this soon!

Calls for Proposals

Calls published to 16 November 2001

Promoting a User-Friendly Information Society

8th 1ST Call published on 16 November 2001
Opening date: 16.11.2001
Closing dates: variously 21sI or 28th February 2002

Quality ofLife and Management ofLivingResources

4th Call for Proposals for RTD actions
Opening date: 31.10.2001
Closing date: 31.01.2002

Competitive and Sustainable Growth

Dedicated call Measurements and Testing, Infrastructures
Opening date:16.1O.2001
Closing date: 15.02.2002

Research and Training in the field ofNuclear Energy

4th Call for Proposals for RT Actions under the Specific Pro
gramme for Research and Training (Euratom) in the Field of
Nuclear Energy (1998 to 2002) Key Action 2; Nuclear Fission)

Call Identifier: NE-Fission Fourth Call
Opening date: 16.10.2001
Closing date: 21.01.2002

Open Call for Proposals for RT Actions under the Specific Pro
gramme for Research and Training (Euratom) in the Field of
Nuclear Energy (1998 to 2002)

Call Identifier: NE Open 2
Opening date: 16.10.2001
Closing date: See evaluation cut-off dates in call text

Call for Proposals to extend Existing Contracts under the Spe
cific Programme for Research and Training (Euratom) in the
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Field of Nuclear Energy (1998 to 2002) to include Partners
from the "Newly Associated States" (NAS) associated to the
Euratom Programme

Call Identifier: NE Fission NAS
Opening date: 16.10.2001
Closing date: 21.01.2002

Quality ofLife and Management ofLivingResources
Competitive and Sustainable Growth
Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development

Joint call for proposals to support for the integration of"newly
associated states"(NAS) in the European research area

Opening date: 20.09.2001
Closing date: 31.01.2002

Confirming the international role ofCommunity research

Call for Proposal for Accompanying Measures
Opening date: 18.09.2001
Closing date: See Call text

Promotinga User-Friendly Information Society

An Initiative on 2.5-3G Mobile Applications and Services
Opening date:04.09.2001
Closing date: See Call text

Improving Human Research Potential and the Socio-economic
Knowledge Base

TheArchimedesP~2001

Opening date: 04.09.2001
Closing date: 15.03.2002

Competitive and Sustainable Growth

Call for proposals to extend existing contracts to include part
ners from the "NewlyAssociated States" (NAS)

Opening date: 01.09.2001
Closing date: 13.12.2001

A summary of one year in Brussels
It has been a year largely devoted to preparing future research
activities and this work has yet to reach its climax. But the signs
are I think, positive; Parliament and the Commission and Coun
cil seem in broad accord on the thrust of FP6 and the general
objectives ofenhancing quality and pushing forward with initiat
ing the creation of a European Research Area to rival the
capabilities of the United States. There is a very long way to go of
course, on both FP6 in particular and ERA in general (I shall
really believe we have one when Europe has a single body as
influential on the AAAs!). The current president of the Research
Council (at the time ofwriting late in November 2001) Francois
Xavier de Donnea proclaims himself confident that the 10th

December meeting ofhis Council will" ...bring together the final
strands needed for agreement on the details of the next Frame
work Programme...". We shall soon see whether the EU
institutions have grown up sufficiently that the hiccups of previ
ous Framework programmes can really be avoided!

A happy 2002 to all readers ofEurophysics News.
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CommunIque PR Is a wmmunic;:atjons consulting firm
specialrsing in supporting organisations in the sdence,
engineering ana technelogy sector-s. Areas of work that can be
tal!kled in<:lude media relations, evenf management, video apd
print promotioNI mat!!Iial, public awareness activities, lobbYing if]
BrlJs~sels or in relatia'n to EU linked activities ana strategic planning
ami integratia,n of intemal and external corpojate cammurii
eations. Public RelatioQs and Pu_blic Affairs.

Tom Elsworth, one af the partners- in Communique PR, has
prepared this artide (it reftects his own 'opihions on matters in
Brussel~). Tom has experien<:e walking in the external relatians af
major scien:ce oased organiSation'extending over 25 years and in
loeatiens induding L.onaon, Brussels and Washington DC Recent
customers Qf CGmmuniq~e PR include riPS, UK Atomic Energy
Autnorfty andth'E! C:ommlssion of the EU.

Tom can be <:ontacted a~:

(;ommuniClue PR
BUrhsid~, Beggars Lane, tongwarth
Abingden. Oxen. 0X13 SBl. England

tel/fax +44 to) 865 820 533 me.tJile f44 ~O) 7711 353427.
e,maiJ tom.elsworln@barGlays.net
web www.cemmunlqllepr.com

Simplifying Europe
Twelve European countries have adopted the Euro as the common
currency. Fortunately, language and cultural differences remain.

expressed as an amount •••••**** with definite article

language one unit several units singular plural

DA I euro 100 euro euroen euroene

I cent 100 cent centen centene

DE I Euro lOOEuro der Euro dieEuro

I Cent 100 Cent derCent die Cent

EL I eop<il 100 eop61 TO eop<il Taeop<il

Ikmo 100kmit TOA.emO Ta"-iL

EN 1 euro 100 euro theeuro the euro

1 cent 100 cent the cent the cent

ES 1 euro 100 euros el euro los euros

I cent 100 cents el cent 10s cents

PR I euro 100 euros l'euro les euros

I cent 100 cents le cent les cents

IT I euro 100 euro l'euro glieuro

I cent 100 cent Hcent i cent

NL I euro 100 euro de euro deeurots

, I cent 100 cent decent de centen

PT I euro 100 euros o euro os euros

I cent 100 cents o cent os cents

PI I euro 100 euroa eura eurot

I sentti 100 senttili sentti sentit

SV I euro 100 euro euraD euroma

I cent 100 cent centcn centen
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An interview with Charles Kleiber
Swiss State Secretary for Science
C. Rossel, Executive Secretary ofthe EPS and T. fung, President ofthe Swiss Physical Society.

I n a previous edition of EPN (32/3, May-June 2001), Philippe
Busquin the European Commissioner for Research was inter

viewed and expressed his views on the issues facing European
Science. In order to address the specific case of Switzerland, not a
member of the EU, we asked a few questions to the Swiss State
Secretary for Science, Charles Kleiber. In addition to his function
~ State Secretary, Dr. Charles Kleiber has also been director of

. the Swiss Science Agency since 1997. He was previously Chief
Executive of the Association of the cantonal teaching hospitals in
Lausanne, Head of the Public Health and Planning Services and
visiting professor at the University of Lausanne.

The Swiss Science Agency that includes the Federal Office for
Education and Technology; the Swiss Space Organization and the
Council of the Swiss Polytechnic Schools (ETH) has several
objectives: Promote the excellence and efficiency of research and
education, reinforce competitiveness of Switzerland and encour
age international scientific cooperation.

Mr. Kleiber, how do you see the integration and cooperation of
Swiss Science in Europe? What are the problems raised by the fact
that Switzerland does not belong to the EU?

Good science is international. Swiss Science cannot be excellent
alone, we need cooperation within international networks, in
particular with Europe for political and cultural reasons. While
Switzerland is partly isolated, it is not easy to have our own
national policies and to run different bilateral policies with Euro
pean countries in parallel. This is a very complex relationship.
In fact we enter a time ofa relationship that I call "menage a trois"
between Science, Democracy and Economy that are getting more
and more intertwined. Science is and remains the pleasure of
knowledge with no limits but has to take into account the rules of
democracy and economy.

Within the European Research Community, it is often criticized that
most national scientific communities do more actively collaborate
with the United States, than with their European partners. Is this
also the case for Switzerland, and what is your opinion on this mat
ter?

Of course it is the case. Many Swiss scientists went to the USA or
are part of the US science system. This is good for the interna
tionality of Swiss science. We have to pick up the best of the
Americat). model based on competition. We also have to shape
new ways of collaboration in Europe that are consistent with our
European traditions and values.

What is your opinion on the 6th EU Framework Program?

This program is a necessary compromise between hundreds of
actors, with no clear shape yet. It is like an 'auberge espagnole',
you take out what you put in. Up to now over 700 propositions of
changes have been made. I really hope that this program will put
emphasis on basic research in science, social science and human
ities.
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Where do you see the strengths of Switzerland in Science in gener
al and in Physics in particular? Do you think that Switzerland
invests enough in expenses for research and development with
2.6% of its national growth product?

You are the scientists; the physicists and you know better where
we are strong. Of course, there are several areas with traditional
strength: for example, in high energy physics at CERN and more
generally in condensed matter physics. Concerning the invest
ment, 2.6% is certainly not enough. Other countries invest more.
Equipment is getting older, people leave the country. Ifwe do not
increase our investment in science, we will be in danger, because
in a small country like Switzerland the economy strongly relies
on scientific achievements. To remain on the cutting edge and to
keep or attract the good scientists, we have to take the right deci
sions and invest accordingly. Small countries, in proportion, must
invest more than big countries, which can count on mass effect.
They also have to choose their priorities, what is always risky.

If we ~ad the same financial problem for Swiss science as Swissair
recently encountered would the government help in a similar man
ner?

No, clearly not. Swissair is a symbol of identification for the pop
ulation. This is not the case for Swiss research. We certainly need
more information campaigns to raise public awareness on sci
ence. The program Science et Cite with public events in all major
cities has been shaped for this purpose.

In the indicator for technology development published by the
UNPD (United Nation Program for Development) in July 2001
Switzerland ranks very well between Germany and Austria in terms
of number of patents. Nevertheless none of the Swiss Research
(enters appears in the list of large world centers for technological
innovation based on a study of the magazine "Wired': Why is it so?

This is indeed a problem. Scientific creativity and standards in
our country are very high and in principle we should be better
able to transform knowledge into products. There are two rea
sons for this problem: the first one is cultural; the scientists have
to learn how to valorize their inventions. The second one is
social. With the existence of a centralized orga-
nization for the valorization of
knowledge, the so-called Commission
for Technology and Innovation (CTI),
the Universities and the ETH did maybe
not feel responsible enough for technol
ogy transfer. Now this has been
improved with a new and clear situation
as far as property rights are concerned.
Once the newly created offices for
technology transfer within univer
sities and research institutions
get more established, I expect
Swiss Science to create more
technological innovation.
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I might add that for the precise example of th~WIRED study,
there was also a technical problem: the indicators used in the
study were not available for Switzerland.

What are your feelings about fundamental research? Do you think
that the links between industry and research in Switzerland are
strong enough?

Swiss firms invest more abroad. This means that they find better
conditions outside Switzerland. In my opinion the situation is
improving but we certainly have to work more on it. For example
I believe that our country is a good place for investments in life
science and we have to convince companies to do so. High
salaries and social charges are not a major concern if investors
find a high quality of services and a good cultural life. Firms are
changing their strategies by establishing new partnerships with
universities. In some cases they even install their own research
groups within the universities, taking advantage of a creative and
stimulating environment.

As proposed by Philippe Busquin, Europe needs to have centers of
excellence. On December 18,2000 the Swiss ministry of interior
affairs announced the creation of the first National Centres ofCom
petence in Research (NCCR) to promote scientific excellence in
areas of strategic importance. Two of the projects are related to
physics: "Nanoscale science" and IlMaterials with Novel Electronic
Properties': What criteria were used for the final choice?

Out of 237 initial projects, the Swiss National Science Foundation
retained 18 proposals and finally 14 have been financed. Three
more are to come. The attribution ofthese significant funds to basic
research is of course a political decision. With two projects in
physics, I assume that the physicists are happy.

Over the past few years there has been a strong decrease of physics
students in the Universities and fewer go today into research. From
your point of view, what are the reasons and what can be done to
reverse this tendency?
There is indeed a phase of concentration in physics. For example,
and contrary to other universities, the last figures from the ETHZ
show stability or even a small rise of the number ofstudents, 30%
in chemistry and 10% in all other sciences.

Is a migration of the students to the larger ETH schools not a dan
ger for the smaller faculties that might collapse by lack of students?
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No, the smaller universities are certain to remain but you cannot
have a strong and sustainable institution with only a couple of
professors and a handful of students. Are they strong enough to
have a faculty of science? It depends on the creativity of their
research teams and their international connections. Creativity
thrives on debate but when you only have one of a few faculty
members and students, controversies are hard to entertain!
Therefore smaller (or all?) universities will have to concentrate
their efforts on those disciplines where they are excellent. The
support of small universities is a matter of cost. It would only be
problematic ifone directly links the funding a faculty or universi
ty to the number of students.

There has been lately a strong promotion for life sciences and
biotechnologies as seen from the,marked refocusing of the Federal
Institutes ofTechnology.lsn't it a danger to over do it and weaken
other sciences like physics, chemistry, electrical engineering or
computer science?

Where is the balance? You have got two NCCR programs in
physics out of 14! We have to look where the core business of the
industry is and invest where we are strong. Basic sciences will be
developed, as seen by the transfer of the mathematics, physics
and chemistry departments from the University of Lausanne to
the EPFL. Switzerland is a good place for life sciences, with clus
ters of strength in Science, education, medicine and biotech
industry in Basel, Zurich and GenevalLausanne. The ongoing
expansion of life sciences is not directed against physics: the old
view of disciplinary kingdoms is outdated; interdisciplinary is
wanted. In short, physicists will increasingly have to deal with life
scientists, as already exemplified by the recently inaugurated
Swiss Light Source.

You have organized the program "Science et Cite" to better commu
nicate the image of Science to the public. Key manifestations took
place in different Swiss Cities. The press and the public responded
very well. What are your plans for the future in this field? Do you
plan any activity at the Swiss National Exposition EXP002?

I would like to say that Science et Cite is part of our science poli
cy. This national manifestation has been very successful and
takes place every 2 or 3 years, the next one will be in 2004. We
organize also so-called scientific cafes to discuss new topics or
have the questions of the public answered by specialists. Such an
event is planned at Expo02. Next year the theme of "human
embryos in research" will also be addressed. Another project is to
build the future Houses of Science et Cite in the Cantons of
Zurich, Ticino and Vaud so to decentralize our activities. The
main issue is to bring knowledge out of the universities into the
street by creating open debates on radio, TV; etc. The public,
being the taxpayer, has to be convinced that science is important
for the future of our society. If scientists do not succeed here,
investment into science will further decline. Moreover, the tax
payer has to be convinced that science is not only a problem for
specialists; he too, has his word to say.

The European Physical Society (EPS) and National Physical Societies
represent a large body of European physicists. How do you see their
role in influencing science politics and promoting the image of
physics?

To my view, learned societies are needed to disseminate the scien
tific culture. They should also participate to political debates and
decisions. As you say, all national institutions like the SPS and the
Swiss Academy of Science should raise public awareness and also
establish a better link between scientists and politicians. Science
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education at school could also start earlier to raise a larger
curiosity among youngsters. Let me add that as science policy is
concerned, this is too important to be left solely in the hands of
scientific lobbies or only to politics, for that matter. Science policy
is a collective endeavor.

At the World Congress of Physical Societies in December 2000 in
Berlin, the EPS has launched the project "2005, World Year of
Physics" to promote the image of Physics. This choice has been
mainly motivated by the wish to commemorate the famous publi
cations of Albert Einstein in 1905, its "miraculous year~ Several
manifustations are planned in Switzerland.What are your visions in
this respect?
I shall be very happy to help with this project and would well see
the Foundation Science et Cite involved in an action. Why not on
a topic like "Physics and the Citizens"? The impact of physics on
the society since 1905 has been enormous, and Einstein is cer
tainly the most popular and best-known scientist.

The science lecture:
theatre in the round?
Denis Weaire, Trinity College, University ofDublin, Ireland

Switzerland is a Federation of 'Cantons~ which are running their
Universities with independent science policies. To some extent,
your role as State Secretary for Science is to orchestrate the actions
of independent bodies.What have been your good and bad experi
ences on this job?
My role is first to create the good conditions for the development
of science in our country so that young scientists feel that they
have a future. This has to be done in collaboration with the can
tons. One ofmy good experiences on the job is that the scientific
cooperation between Cantons and Confederation works well,
and might even be the best among all. The intensification of this
cooperation follows a reform strategy started in 2000 and which
should extend to 2007 with a new constitutional article. This is
not enough, we have to reform, not suppress, the small universi
ties and help them to reinvent themselves. They are the actors in a
competitive world, where funding, like that provided by the
NCCR program is attributed based on quality and scientific
merit. Bern, 23 October 2001

balconies that seem to overhang the stage. Aristocratic patrons
who arrived late in the best of these could ask for the play to be
restarted.

I f you work at a university and want to provoke a really good
argument, broach the question of the ideal shape of the lecture

theatre. Opinions vary, and they are rarely understated.
There are two poles ofdisagreement. One the

one hand there is the steeply raked, overbearing
form of the traditional amphitheatre: the semi
circular bowl where Faraday stood at the Royal
Institution or the chemistry theatre of the old
polytechnic university in Lisbon. At the other
extreme is the more rectangular and shallow
space of an auditorium or cinema.

In the planning committees of universities,
battle is joined between the two factions. Sur
prisingly it is the scientists who favour the more
antique and intimate design. Points at issue will
include acoustics and efficiency (rectangles
come cheap) but perhaps most importantly the
"feer' of the theatre. The experience of both
speaker and audience is quite different in the
two cases.

In the flat design, the lecturer climbs to a
lectern as a priest to his pulpit in a medieval
cathedral, to talk down to his congregation.
Received wisdom is to be dispensed from a
book to the multitude by a privileged minority
of the learned. Is not the arts lecturer, reading
with such exactitude from a meticulously prepared script (the
same as last year's, and the year before) in that position?

The scientist comes to his flock with uncertain and provision
al conclusions about the workings of the world. Like one of
Shakespeare's modest prologues, this is but a poor player, humbly
inviting the attention of the audience to dissect a piece of nature's
plan"within the girdle of these walls". The wonderful Globe The
atre, now reconstructed, places many of its customers in high
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Sir Robert Ball at the
bench in the Royal
Institution, in the early
years of the 20th century.

In the old science lecture theatres that
give the audience such a privileged posi
tion, the ghosts of great masters of the
demonstration lecture prowl about the
bench. Their art, which had its heyday
in the 19th century, is now largely
defunct. But the physics lecturer still
does well to dance around upon his
stage, layout some props upon the
bench and call out from time to time:
"Hey, look at this!" The convergent
focus of attention of the awakened
onlookers gives a dramatic punch to the
experience. It can stick in the mind for
decades. A good coup de theatre is
worth ten thousand words. If Hamlet
had not held up the skull, who would
remember Yorick?

But perhaps you do not agree? You
prefer the lectern to the bench? And dis
ciples at your feet to inquisitive eyes
ranged about and above you? Ab well,
wise was that person that first said: "An
academic is one who thinks otherwise?'

Do you have any examples of good and
bad practice in theatre design, or
established guidelines? If so, send them
to Europhysics News.
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East-West collaboration in nuclear science
Wolfram von Oertzen, Chairman of the NPD
Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin, 14109 Berlin, Germany

.............................................................................................................................................................................

The Sandanski-2 meeting on East-West collaborations in
Nuclear Science was held in May 2001 in the town of San

danski (Bulgaria), about 6 years after the first meeting of this
kind with 115 scientists from 17 European countries, the USA,
Japan and the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna par
ticipating in the meeting. The scientific programme included 66
oral contributions. This meeting has provided the chance to look
at the recent progress in the field of nuclear science. 2001 also
marked the lO-year period, over which substantial political and
economic changes have taken place in Eastern Europe. These
changes have had a decisive impact on the scientific community
in these countries, because the support for basic and applied sci
ence has decreased dramatically due to the collapse of their
economic systems. Nevertheless educational institutions in East
ern Europe have continued to attract motivated young students
and have produced well-trained young scientists. It should be
also noted that, in spite of the difficult economic situation in the
East, there are still good resources - experimental installations,
technical and scientific manpower, and a well trained human
intellectual reserve. At the present meeting the excellent results
from this region were presented. Evidently, the conditions vary in
the different Eastern European countries, and they differ strongly
from one institute or laboratory to another. Improving their
working conditions is not easy. This statement holds true espe
cially for university laboratories and smaller institutes. Everyone
is aware that the future working conditions may become rather
unattractive, which in turn is likely to discourage the next gener
ation of students to embark on the study of science.

Collaborations in nuclear science existed in many fields before
and at the Sandanski-2 meeting it was demonstrated that scien
tific contacts have been developed considerably in the last 5years.
Manynational and European institutions, having realised the dif
ficult situation of scientists in the East, have set up support
programmes for the funding of local activities for scientists in
their Eastern institutions (e.g. The Soros Foundation), or more
extensively to fund collaborations between Eastern and Western
scientists (by NATO Science, INTAS, WTZ-Germany; CNRS
France, INFN-Italy; etc.). Many highly experienced scientists
working in basic nuclear science now spend time working in

Western Europe, the United States and in Japan. It cannot be
overlooked that brain drain from the poorer Eastern European
countries is a real problem. These people are of course very wel
come in Western institutions, however, in the mid-term a collapse
of the scientific community in the East can be anticipated. On the
other hand, we must admit that the situation in the West is also
disturbing. There, few young people adopt a career in physics,
and many of those who do go to industry.

The EPS and the Nuclear Physics Board therefore have created
action committees and "task forces" studying issues ofEast-West
collaboration. At the Sandanski-2 meeting the majority of the
large collaborations were present. The scientific program was
organised to cover the following major fields ofbasic science:

•Nuclear reactions at low and intermediate energies
• Radioactive beams and exotic nuclei
• Heavy and super-heavy nuclei
• Nuclear spectroscopy
• Fundamental aspects in nuclear physics
•Accelerator applications of nuclear physics
• Public awareness ofnuclear science

Although this list of themes does not cover all collaborations, the
subjects illustrate the main directions of research in basic nuclear
science, which will also play a major role in the future. With this
selection, the strength ofEuropean nuclear science has been made .
visible, but also lines of research for the further development can
be defined on the' basis of the very successful work being per
formed in strong East-West collaborations. The future
development of these fields is covered in the separate scientific
summaries of the conference (www.sandanski.ruls_summ.html).
The high level of research done in these collaborations is docu
mented in the complete slide report to be found on the web-site.
Their quality is reflected in the fact that the results presented also
appear in the first ranks of international research conferences.
The contributions of the partner institutions and scientists from
the Eastern European countries are very important and are well
documented in the corresponding presentations.

These presentations show the impact of several very successful
national (mostly bilateral) programmes for support of research
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in collaborations with scientists from Eastern European research
institutions. These have played a major role in stabilising the sci
entific communities in the East. There are also recent
trans-national European programmes directed to support East
West collaborations. Programmes such as INTAS (www.intas.be).
and NATO Science (www.nato.int/science) have been supporting
research in nuclear science for the past ten years. It is understand
able that this support has been only a part of the total resources
needed for any investigation. However, the grants given within
these programmes have been of great moral importance for the
participants. They have been a way to make specific investiga
tions more visible, and have highlighted their importance. They
have helped to give this research a higher priority in the respec
tive home institutes, etc.

The documentation of the excellence of the research presented
at the Sandanski-2 meeting is not a reason to rest on our laurels.
It has to be taken as a basis and a signal to make all efforts to co
ordinate and support the future activities on a European scale so
as to prevent a possible collapse of the scientific communities in
the Eastern countries. This gains importance through the pend
ing entries ofmany Eastern countries into the European Union.

Scientific excellence in Europe has been achieved with a large
contribution by the scientists from Eastern Europe. European
science needs the scientists from these countries as strong part-

European Journal of Physics
Alastair I.M. Rae, Honorary Editor, European Journal ofPhysics

Physicists working in Universities and other higher-education
institutions world wide generally spend a similar fraction of

their time teaching physics as they do conducting research. As a
result, many valuable insights and new ways ofunderstanding are
developed. From the student point of view, the success of their
introduction to university level physics often determines not only
their academic commitment to physics but also their future
career. It is therefore important that the teaching of physics at
university level be treated as a professional skill that needs rein
forcement and recognition. The European Journal of Physics
aims to assist and stimulate the teaching ofphysics in universities
and to emphasise its importance for the successful long-term
future of undergraduate physics, by publishing relevant papers
and encouraging discussion.

The European Journal Physics is a journal of the European
Physical Society, which has been published by the UK. Institute
of Physics for over 21 years, its papers covering a wide spectrum
of physics. The Editorial Board is drawn from universities
throughout Europe and includes representatives ofboth the EPS
and the lOP. The journal's main focus is on topics that are ofpar
ticular interest and usefor teachers ofundergraduates and aimed
at enriching their understanding of new and developing fields of
physics. Papers featuring developments in the teaching of exper
imental physics are often of particular interest. Also ofprimary
importance are papers covering the historical, social and techno
logical implications of physics in a wider context. Discussion of
the theory and practice of teaching physics is also encouraged,
along with contributions on education policies and their imple
mentation.

The European Journal ofPhysics has, over the years, published
special sections with papers concentrating on particular topics.
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ners in the future. Thus another very important conclusion from
the Sandanski-2 meeting is obvious, that these collaborations
improve the use of the available European infrastructure
resources in a very effective way. The national and European
institutions have to therefore increase their funding of collabora
tions with Eastern Europe, existing successful collaborations
have to be further developed and, new ones must be created
according to the needs of science. This is also essential to achieve
a balance in Europe between East and West.

As another possible conclusion from the Sandanski-2 meet
ing, we forward the recommendation to create European
structures for the support of scientists in their Eastern home
institutions in such a way that they can return and continue to
work at home in conditions which will allow them to collaborate
in European projects and to attract young people into their home
institutions.

East-West Coordination meeting on Nuclear Science was a Europhysics
Conference held in Sandanski (Bulgaria) from 5 - 9 May 2001. The
Conference was organised by: EPS, Nuclear Physics Board; Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research, Dubna; Bulgarian Academy of Sciences -Institute
for Nuclear Research and Nuclear; Energy, Sofia; The Committee of
Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy, Bulgaria.

These include "Unsolved problems
in physics"; "The electron: discov
eryand consequences"; "Quantum
physics in solids" and "The Life and
work of Hendrik Casimir". A spe
cial feature on Environmental
Physics is planned for 2002.

A glance at any recent issue ofthe
journal shows that the authorship of
the papers is truly international, and
this is reflected in a reader circula
tion that spans not only the major
physics departments of Europe but also North America and the
rest of the world. A full electronic version of the journal plus ten
years' archive is available at no extra cost to all institutional sub
scribers, thus increasing the level of exposure for papers
published in the journal. The potential readership ofthe journal
has also been doubled by the Institute of Physics Publishing's
many consortia agreements (including four national site licens
es) that give electronic access to Institutions that do not have
print subscriptions.

The Editorial Board ofEuropean Journal ofPhysics would like
to encourage members of the European Physical Society with an
involvement in educational matters to contribute their papers for
publication. All papers are peer reviewed and the journal is
abstracted in ISI (SCIE; Research Alert and Current Contents:
CC/PC&ES).

For further information on submitting your work go to the
online version of our Notes for Authors at www.iop.org/Jour
nals/nfa or the European Journal of Physics page at
www.iop.org/journals/ejp
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EPS QEOD Prizes............................................................
Nominations are now sought for the following prizes

• EPS Quantum Electronics and Optics Prize, sponsored by NKT, for outstanding
contributions to quantum electronics and optics. One prize is awarded for fundamental
aspects, one for applied aspects.

• EPS Fresnel Prize, for outstanding contributions to quantum electronics and optics
from younger scientists, for work performed before the age of 35.

Details of the nomination procedure, which must be followed, will be given on the EPS
web page www.eps.org. Deadline for receipt of applications at the EPS office is March 28,
2002 for both prizes.The Awards will be announced at the IQEC 2002, meeting in Moscow,
June 22 - 28, 2002.

EGAS 34 conference
.........•..................................................

Inmemoriam
......................•..........
On 14 December 2001 Prof. Eduard Nagaev died
unexpectedly. Until the last moment he was full
of energy and defended his ideas eagerly. He
was born in Penza (Russia) in 1934 and
graduated at the Moscow State University in
19S6. For almost 30 years he was Head of
laboratory at the Institute of Current Sources
(Moscow), and during last decade he worked in
the Institute for High Pressure Physics and
Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics of
the Russian Academy of Sciences as the Head
scientific researcher. Among many Distinctions
and Honours he was USSR State Prize in 1984.
During his wide scientific career he made
relevant contributions. One of the most
important was the developing of the theory of
'spin polarons: He was a charismatic person and
the scientific community in the field of
magnetic semiconductors and magnetic oxides
will miss him.

Prof. M.R.lbarra
Chairman ofthe Magnetism Section
CMD Division of the EPS

Workshop
........••...............•
The Wojciech Paszkowicz Institute of
Physics will organize a Workshop on
New Methods of Low Dimensional
Structures Characterization:VUV and X
ray Free Electron Lasers from June 1S
- 17,2002, in Ustrofi-Jaszowiec, Poland.
Since the first meeting, in 1992, the
ISSRNS is organized as a biennial event.
It is a traditional forum for discussing
fundamental issues of application of
the synchrotron radiation and related
methods in natural science (physics,
chemistry, materials science, molecular
biology, biomedicine). The scientific
programme of the School includes
invited general lectures, poster
sessions and panel discussions. The
deadline for submission of abstracts of
the other contributed papers is 15
March 2002. For more information,
please visit the workshop's site at
http://info.ifpan.edu.pllceldis/wpS/

"ItVIPllB:1WA1l't ~I002:

Elections to the Board of the EPS-IGA
.•....•....•..............•....................................•..
The Statutes of the European Physical Society Interdivisional Group on Accelerators stipulate that
one third of the members of the Elected Board has to be renewed every two years. Nominations
must be supported by 3 Members of the Group. Members are elected for 6 years (3 conferences).
Six vacancies are announced herewith. Nominations should be made on the appropriate form
available from the Budapest Secretariat, together with a short c.v. and description of the activities
ofthe candidate, should be addressed to M. Lazar, Nador Utca 7, H10S1 Budapest, Hungary

The deadline for receipt of nominations is: 8 March 2002. The resulting list of candidates and
ballot papers will be mailed to EPS-IGA Members who will be invited to vote by the deadline of 26
April 2002. Newly elected Members of the Board of the EPS-IGA will be notified of the result of the
election in writing by mid-May 2002.

Elections to the Board of the NPD
..•.........................................................
The Board of the EPS Nuclear Physics Division is organising elections to replace outgoing
members. Three vacancies are announced herewith. Nominations must contain a short
c.v. and a statement from the candidate, and should be addressed to M. Lazar, Nador Utca
7, H1051 Budapest, Hungary. The deadline for receipt of nominations is: 28 February 2002.
The resulting list of candidates and ballot papers will be mailed to EPS NPD Members who
will be invited to vote, if necessary by the deadline of 30 April 2002. Newly elected Members
of the Board of the will be notified of the result of the election in writing by mid-May 2002.
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P.A. Muller, Faculty ofPhysics and Astronomy, Utrecht University,
The Netherlands

gallery makes fine leasurely reading, because Pais has managed to
find a balance between the detached historian of physics and the
passionate physicist he never ceased to be. Admittedly, in most
portraits Pais is prominently present too. But this goyem does not
dare to deny him that right.

The Editors of In Situ Real-Time Characterization of Thin
Films, Orlando Auciello and the late AIan R. Krauss - both

established Senior Scientists at the Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois - have successfully selected fifteen known
experts in the field of in situ real-time monitoring and analysis of
evolving growth and concurrent surface and iterface phenomena
of thin films for providing eight (two of which strengthened by
their own participation) extensive, thorough, didactic, and
research - illuminating Contributed Chapters covering attested
methods for on the spot dynamic characterisation oftechnologi
cally and application-wise important epitaxial materials in
several different environments.

In sequence, Time ofFlight Ion Scattering and Recoil Spectro
scopies (TOF - ISARS), Reflection High Energy Electron Diffrac
tion (RHEED), Ellipsometry, Reflectance Spectroscopies and
Transmission Electron as well as Atomic Force Microscopy (TEM
& AFM), LASER Reflectance Interferometry (LRI),X-Ray Reflec
tivity (XRR), Curvature - Based Techniques (especially the
Multibeam Optical Stress Sensor - MOSS - LASER Deflectome
try Method), and Photo-Electron Emission Microscopy (PEEM)
are the in situ real-time characterisation approaches laboriously
studied, each enriched with an admirably and fruitfully vast Ref
erence alphabetical Literature.

The Subject of direct dynamic analytical characterisation of
thin films whilst being grown lies truly in the forefront of the
needs, the interests, and the ongoing research of Solid State and
advanced Optoelectronic Devices Science and Engineering; as
such it places the Book at the priority level of Library updating
for the related University, Research Centre, and Dedicated High
Technology Industry Working Groups - despite its unavoidable
not being all-inclusive:

The characterisation techniques focused on in the Book have
been preferred on the basis on the one hand of their functionali
ty in vacuum and in the presence of ambient gases, either
resulting from the deposition process or serving as a requirement
for the production of the desired chemical phase, and on the
other of their employing sufficiently compact and non-luxuri
ously expensive instrumentation, thus permitting incorporation
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The Genius of Science
Aportrait gallery of
twentieth-century physicists
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BOOK REVIEWS

The late Abraham Pais (1918-2000) has led an extraordinary
fruitful life, filled with history, physics and history ofphysics.

The Genuis ofScience is, and will remain, his last fruit and, apart
from Pais' autobiography A Tale of Two Continents (1997), the
most personal one. Pais paints portraits of eminent physicists
and of one universal genius (Von Neumann) of the 20th century,
all of whom he came to know personally; some of them became
intimate friends (Bohr, Einstein, Jost, Uhlenbeck). Some of these
"microbiographies", as Pais calls them, are superficially sketchy,
such as the ones of Weisskopf, Yang and Lee (they occupy a few
pages only). Others display more depth and are at times moving,
such as the ones of Bohr, Einstein, Dirac, Kramers and Uhlen
beck, who was Pais' teacher in Utrecht before Pais went into
hiding during the war. Needless to say there is a lot of history of
elementary particle physics too scattered over these pages, the
branch of physics Pais contributed too for over a period of about
twenty years, after he emigrated to the USA.

Occasionally the detached historian in Pais takes over, such as
when he severely criticises Max Born's claim, made in his Nobel
lecture of 1954, that Einstein's photon hypothesis guided him to
his famous probabilistic interpretation of the quantum-mechan
ical wave-function. But most of the time Pais never forgets to
make clear that most of these brilliant physicists were his bud
dies. Pais gladly spills over autobiographic morsels on his
microbiographies whenever he deems it appropriate.

One cannot help noticing that of the seventeen portraited
men, thirteen are Jewish: Bohr, Born, Einstein, Feigenbaum, Jost,
Klein, Von Neumann, Pauli, Rabi, Serber, Uhlenbeck, Wiesskopf
and Wigner, the non-Jews being Dirac, Kramers, and the China
men Lee and Yang. I personally cannot help noticing that in the
previous century the Jewish people have suffered as well as
excelled in such an extraordinary disproportion. It seems as if in
the past century theoretical physics was an almost entirely Jewish
enterprise - I mention that Weinberg and Witten are not even
among the portraited physicists, but also portraits of Oppen
heimer, Feynman and Schwinger are absent, all three men whom
Pais knew. In particular a portrait of Oppenheimer, with whom
Pais led the Insitute of Advanced Studies in Princeton after the
war, is felt as a sad ommision, because together with Heisenberg
(understandably not portraited) Oppenheimer is the most tragic
figure of 20 th century physics. In comparison to Heisenberg,
Oppenheimer stands out as a morally superior being, but where
as Heisenberg never encountered any serious obstacle in his
professional career before, during and after the war, Oppen
heimer was shamelessly shattered by the government of the USA
during the McCarthy period. Despite this omission, Pais' portrait



of its as a dedicated analytic tool within a thin film epitaxial
deposition chamber.

The Volume itself is aestetically beautiful and , apart from a
small percentage (including those on the front cover) of its
sketches being hurriedly drawn, is supported by numerous clear
and exact graphs and several genuinely interesting diffraction,
dark field, and electron microscopy images; the appearance of a
literally negligible amount of grammatical errors not at all
impeding the ease and enticement of reading and learning.

The Reviewer's enthusiasm for both the mentally pleasant and
scientifically rigorous minuteness of the wealth of information
compiled and the motivating justification of effective applicabili
ty produced, for all characterisation methods outlined
throughout the Book, has been admittedly even more heightened
by Chapters 3 on Ellipsometry by Eugene A. Irene of the Univer
sity of North Carolina and 8 on Photoelectron Emission
Microscopy by Martin E. Kordesch at Ohio University.

Professor Emmanuel A. Anagnostakis, Hellenic Army Academy,
Hellenic Centre for the Study ofOptoelectronics, Athens, Greece

Cl (It' .1IIJ /1 \ ((All),' r Chaos and Harmony

Perspectives on Scientific
Revolutions of the
Twentieth Century

Trinh Xuan Thuan I
Oxford University Press, 2001 I
P14+366pp.+70figs. !

: Trans1atedftPmFrench byAxelReisinger l
.J

The book is about the main developments of science, basically
of physics, during the 20 century and about their reflections

upon the philosophical understanding of the world. Both the title
and the subtitle are quite pleasing and raise high expectations.
The contents, the subject index, the glossary, the well chosen
illustrations and even the number of pages give the first impres
sion that the book meets the challenge to comprehensibly present
modern science to the layman. In fact this is what the author
states in the Foreword and his promise is readily supported by
the observation that there is more poetry than mathematics.

The book offers a rich variety of topics: from big bang, black
holes and wormholes to quarks and superstrings reaching up to
the mind-body problem, the self-referential systems and Goedel's
theorem. All this is wrapped accurately up in the dichotomies of
chance and necessity, chaos and harmony, creativity and conser
vatism, holism and reductionism, yin and yang.

The book is a challenge to interdisciplinarians, to philosophers
and historians of science. They will be stimulated to reveal
numerous lapses and discrepancies. In most cases these are quite
subtle which makes them even more risky for the layman. The
book resembles a collage, or a parquette (to keep to the French
accent of the translation) in which most of the pieces seem to be
all right but their arrangement is rather awkward.
A few extracts to illustrate this (all italics are mine).
The "electrons may have left the electron gun as particles, but
they have turned to waves before reaching the slits" (p. 211).
"Integers are not a product of our mind" (p. 314)... "why do
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abstract entities forged in the minds ofmathematicians..:' (p.322).
"The behavior of a collection ofelectrons is not haphazard but is
perfectly well determined by the laws ofprobability" (p.329).
Let the potential reader volunteer to make out this: "Even though
we cannot predict the weather a month from now, we have every
reason to expect that, for a long time to come, the Sun will rise
every morning and spring will return every year to reawaken
Nature and signal trees to bloom. Chaos is thus a powerful ally to
quantum indeterminism in liberating matter from its determin
istic shackles:' (p.330).
Forgive me, Shakespeare, for paraphrasing your lovely Sonnet
116:

If this be errorless, and upon me provd,
I never writ, nor no man ever read.

Michael Bushev
Institute ofSolid State Physics, Bulgarian Academy ofScience

Books for review

From Nonlinearity to Coherence
Dixon,Tuszynski, C1arkson
Oxford

Experimental Techniques in Condensed Matter Physics at Low
Temperatures
R. C. Richardson, E. N. Smith
Addison Wesley (Advanced Book Classics)

Introductory Nuclear Physics
Hodgson, Gadioii, Gadioli-Erba
Oxford

Large Facilities in Physics
J. Schopper, M. Jacob
World Scientific

Neutron and Solid State Physics
L. Dobrzynskl, K. Bllnowskl
Ellls Horwood Series

Numerical Simulations in Astrophyslcs
Franco, Lizano, Agullar, Daltabuit
Cambridge

Philosophical Reflections and Syntheses
E.P.Wigner
Springer Verlag

Physically Speaking. Adictionary of quotations on physics and
astronomy
c.c. Gaither, A.E. Cavazos·Gaither
lOP Publishing

If you are interested in reviewing one of the above books, or in
receiving books for review In general, please send us name, and
contact co-ordinates, along with the your field(s) of specialisation
to:

Book Reviews, EPS Secretariat
BP 2136, 68060 Mulhouse Cedex, France
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Letters.......••....•..............................................................................•........•..................
In his letter published in EPN 32/5, Dr. R. Joern S. Harry ques
tions whether CO2 emissions associated to the whole nuclear
fuel cycle, from ore extraction to waste disposal, are as low as
expected. He refers to an article (http://home.trouweb.nl/storm
smith) in which "the authors claim that in the end nuclear emits
about as much CO2 as the burning of natural gas for an equiva
lent amount of electricity production" . If this were indeed
found to be the case, nuclear power would hardly be worth
while!

Three independent studies quoted below conclude, on the
contrary, that CO2 emissions associated to nuclear power, con
sidering the whole cycle, are quite low, comparable to those of
hydroelectricity:

In Sweden, a Vattenfall study entitled "Certified Environmen
tal Product Declaration of Electricity from the Nuclear Power
Plant at Forsmark" (http://www.environdec.com) finds 2.90
g/KWh where the whole cycle is considered, and the quantity
measured is the Global Warming Potential (green house gases),
given in CO2 equivalents. This quantity actually breaks up into:

Finally, according to the work in progress at ISN (Institut des
Sciences Nucleaires de Grenoble) and elsewhere, there are good
grounds to claim that converter and/or breeder reactors,
because they convert essentially 100% ofthe Uranium or Thori
um fuel, would yield a considerably improved energy balance,
thus further reducing greenhouse gas emissions per unit energy
produced. In our view, it is only with such converters (or breed
ers), based on the Uranium or, better, the Thorium cycle, that it
will be possible to justify classifying nuclear energy as sustain
able. Meanwhile, during the time needed to design and test
these new reactors, and develop or improve other environmen
tally clean energy production technologies, we feel that PWRs
can fill the gap and help reduce greenhouse gas emissions to the
atmosphere, as stated in our paper "Global Warming or Nuclear
Waste - Which Do We Want» published in EPN 32/2.

H. Nifenecker and E. Huffer

Energy source g/kWh C02 (approx)

Hydro 3

Wind 5.5

Nuclear 6

Solar (PV) 50

Gas combined cycle 450

Coal 980

A paper entitled "Energy Analysis of Power Systems"
(http://www.uic.com.aulnip57.htm). by the Uranium Informa
tion Centre Ltd. (UIe) finds somewhat larger numbers: for
France, where enrichment is done by diffusion but most of the
electricity comes from nuclear plants, the greenhouse contribu
tion for nuclear power is found to be less than 20 g/kWh. A
supplement to this paper discusses the "stormsmith" paper at
some length expressing strong disagreement with its content.
One of the problems with the "stormsmith" paper is that it
assumes all the electricity used in the nuclear fuel cycle comes
from fossil fuels. Other problems are underestimated plant life
duration and overestimated pre production greenhouse gas
emissions and post production waste related energy demands.

In a paper entitled "Bois, charbon, petrole, gaz, nucleaire et
autres, m~me probl~mes?" which could translate to: "Wood,
coal, oil, gas, nuclear and others, same problems?" published in
"La Jaune et la Rouge» N° 555 (May 2000), Jean Pierre Bourdier,
Director of environment at EdF, gives 6g/kWh C02 emissions
for the whole nuclear fuel cycle in France.

For a comparison of greenhouse gas emissions related to the
whole cycle for various energy sources, we would like to quote
Vattenfallnumbers (data take from the UIC paper):

Pre-nuclear Production Phase (Pre-NPP)
Nuclear Production Phase (NPP)
Post-Production Phase (Post-PP)

2.17g1kWh
0.556g1kWh
0.178 g1kWh
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SWISS LIGHT SDUlCE!lJ'JI

c::{yJ-=1 b PAUL SCHERRER INSTITUT ~W~Ir.

RESEARCH AT THE SWISS LIGHT SOURCE

First Call for Proposals

The Swiss Light Source SLS provides access to the facility for Swiss and international
users. Researchers using synchrotron radiation are invited to submit proposals for
experiments to be carried out in the year 2002. Beam time requests must reach the SLS
at the address given below as soon as possible and no later than March 8, 2002.
Application forms and instructions can be obtained by written or email contact at the
address given below or can be downloaded from the SLS web site www.psi.ch/sls.

The proposals will be selected by an independent international peer review committee
on the basis of scientific criteria. Successful applicants will be allocated access free of
charge, including logistic, technical, and scientific support.

General description of the facility

The Swiss Light Source, SLS, is an advanced synchrotron radiation facility in
operation since the fall of 2001. The stored electron beam with an energy of 2.4 GeV
has a very low emittance, allowing for the implementation of small-gap insertion
devices. SLS has three undulator beamlines and one wiggler beamline available for use
during the first two years of its user operation. The beamlines are equipped with
state-of-the-art facilities for high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy and
microscopy, X-ray diffraction analysis of materials, and protein crystallography.
Detailed information about the facility and the experimental stations including their
specific time scales is available on the SLS web site http://www.psi.ch/sls.

Address: Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institut,
CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland,
Fax: +41 (56) 310 3151, Email: sls@psi.ch, Phone: +41 (56) 310 3178

Contact: Dr. Heinz J. Weyer, te!': +41 (56) 310 3494,
email: Heinz-josef.weyer@psi.ch

Scientific director: Prof. Dr. Friso van der Veen, te!.: +41 (56) 310 5118



.J.}. The University of lausanne (UNIL) lPfIr.9lYIiil UdCand the Swiss Federal Institute of 1 \I...;..J
Technology lausanne (EPFL) =~=.::~~

Professorship in the area of
Observational Cosmology

A substantial expansion in the basic sciences is planned at the Lausanne
site, induding a significant reinforcement of physics, chemistry and
mathematics and a major new effort in biological sciences and engi
neering. As part of this broad program, the UNIL. in dose collaboration
with the EPFL. anticipates the appointment of a full professor in the
area of Observational Cosmology. Depending on the age and qualifi
cations of the selected candidate, the appointment could also be made
at the tenure-track assistant professor level. In 2003, heJshe will beco
me a faculty member at the EPFL. with research activities based at the
Geneva Observatory in Sauvemy (http://obswww.unige.ch). a well
known institution with a historical tradition of excellence.

We seek outstanding individuals with an excellent academic record
and research achievements. The successful applicant will initiate
independent, creative research programs and participate in both
undergraduate and graduate teaching.

Starting date: October 1st, 2002 or as agreed. Applications from
women candidates are highly welcomed.

For further information, please contact: professor W.-D. Schneider
(wolf-dieter.schneider@ipmc.unil.ch) or professor G. Margaritondo
(giorgio.margaritondo@epfl.ch) and look at http://wNw-sphys.unil.chI
and http://dpwww.epfl.chl

Applications, including curriculum vitil! with publication list, brief
statement of research interests and the names and addresses (inclu
ding e-mail) of at least five references, must be sent before
February 28. 2002 to the Dean of the Faculty of Sciences,
Universite de Lausanne, College Propedeutique, CH-1015
Lausanne. Switzerland.

Call for Applicants to Attend a Three-day
Course/Seminar on Quantum Information Systems

Postdoctoral physicists and senior graduate students interested in
Quantum Information Systems (QIS) research are invited to apply for
financial support to attend a three-day seminar/course in Innsbruck,
Austria, taught by leading physicists from Europe and the U.S. Successful
applicants will also be considered for postdoctoral positions in leading U.S.
universities involved in QIS research, if desired.

Topics to be discussed include:
•Atomic physics
• Quantum information theory
• Quantum optics
•Semiconductor nanostructures
•Spintronics
•Superconductivity

Invited speakers include D. Awschalom (co-chair), D. Bouwmeester,
H. Briegel, M. Devoret, A. Ekert, J. Kimble, L. Kouwenhoven, D. Loss
(co-chair), U. Vazirani, and P. Zoller.

Although all applicants will be considered, particular interest is in
researchers at the post-doctoral level with experimental physics
background in the areas listed above. Successful applicants will receive
financial support for all registration, hotel, and meal expenses, plus an
allowance for travel within Europe. The workshop will be held at the
five-star Europa Tirol Hotel (hltp:/Iwww.europatyrol.coml) in charming
Innsbruck, Austria. Information and an application form are at
http://www.wtec.orgIQIS/. For more information contact:
sgould@wtec.org. The closing date for applications is March 15, 2002.

The school is being organized by the World Technology Evaluation Genter
of Baltimore, Maryland, USA and is supported by the U.S. National Science
Foundation and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
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advertise them in
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EURESCO
Conferences

A Programme of the European Science Foundation
with the 5upport of the European Commission

Cluster - Surface Interactions:
EuroConference on Functional Clusters
Granada, Spain, 1-6 June 2002

Chair: K.-H. Meiwes-Broer (Rostock, D); Vice-Chair: A. Perez (Lyon, F)

SPEAKERS WILL INCLUDE
A Andriotis (Heraklion, EL); J.-P. Ansermet (Lausanne, CH);
U. Banin (Jerusalem, IL); C. Binns (Leicester, UK);S. Brown (Christchurch, NZ);
E. Campell (Goethenburg, Si; G. Gerber (Wurzburg, D);
W Harbich (Lausanne, CH); M. Hou (Bruxelles, B); H. H6vel (Dortmund, D);
U. Landman (Atlanta, US); J. Lerme (Lyon, F); 1. Mark (Innsbruck, A);
P. Melinon (Lyon, F); G. Pastor (Toulouse, F); A Perez (Lyon, F);
M.-P. Pileni (Paris, F); R. R6hlsberger (Rostock, D); J. Ruitenbeek (Leiden, NL);
W-D. Schneider (Lausanne, CH); V. Senz (Rostock, D);
D. Tomanek (SeOUl, KR); F. Vallee (Bordeaux, F); B. von Issendorff (Freiburg, D);
W Wernsdorfer (Grenoble, F); W Wurth (Hamburg, D).

SCOPE OF THE CONFERENCE
---- -- ----- --- -

A vast variety of experiments and calculations has shown that isolated metal
clusters possess many interesting features which distinctly differ from every
thing which is known from the surfacelsolid state physics on the one hand and
from the atomic and molecular physics on the other. E.g., metal (as well as
semiconductor or carbon) clusters exhibit electronic level structures which
often change completely when the number of atoms changes by only one unit.
Correspondingly the work functions are very sensitive to the exact number of
atoms as well as the chemical reactivities or magnetism. For a possible techni
cal application of these new properties it is prerequisite to bring the clusters
into an environment, which could be a surface or an encapsulating matrix. The
interaction with the contact medium might change their distinctive characteris
tics. Thus the physics of the c1uster-on-surface system is of fundamental
importance. Due to the highly interdisciplinary nature of this field, which com
prises features from different parts of physics (solid state, magnetism, quantum
mechanics, optics, thermodynamics, surface physics, etc.), chemistry, electro
nic engineering, and, so far to a lower extent, also biology, it is necessary to
constitute a discussion which allows a merging of the manifold of features.

Deadline for Applications: 12 March 2002

Future Perspectives of Superconducting
Josephson Devices: EuroConference on the Physics
and Applications of the Intrinsic Josephson Effect

Pomrnersfelden, Germany, 29 June - 4 July 2002

Chair: P. Muller (Erlangen, D)

SPEAKERS WILL INCLUDE

L.M. Bulaevskii (LosAlamos, US); C. Cosmelli (Rome, I); G. Filatrella (Salemo, I);
C.E. Gough (Birmingham, UK); C. Helm (Zurich, CH); K. Hirata (Tsukuba, J);
I. Iguchi (Tokyo, J); J. Keller (Regensburg, D); R. Kleiner (Tubingen, D);
VV Kurin (Nizhny Novgorod, RU); AE. Koshelev (Argonne, US);
Y.1. Latyshev (Moscow, RU); H.J. Lee (Pohang, KR); A Maeda (Tokyo, J);
K. Nakajima (Tohoku, J); G. Ohya (Utsunomiya, J); N.F. Pedersen (Lyngby,
OK); S. Sakai (Tsukuba, J); P. Seidel (Jena, D); M. Tachiki (Tsukuba, J);
AV. Ustinov (Erlangen, D); H.B. Wang (Tohoku, Sendai, J);
PA Warburton (London, UK); D.winkler (G6teborg, Si; PH Wu (Nanjing, CN);
1. Yamashita (Tohoku, Sendai, J); A Yurgens (G6teborg, S).

SCOPE OF THE CONFERENCE

The aim of this conference is to focus on the intrinsic Josephson effects and plasma
oscillations in high-Tc superconductors. Starting from the basic physics, recent
progress in the properties of intrinsic Josephson junctions will be summarized.
Special topics are vortex dynamics of Josephson stacks and phase-lock
effects of Josephson oscillations. Applications include high-frequency electro
nics and single charge transport devices. Complementary topics will be quantum
computation with superconducting circuits and recent developments of low-Tc
Josephson devices.

Deadline for Applications: 2 April 2002

High Performance Fibers:
EuroConference on Self-Assembling Fibrous Materials
Bad Herrenalb, Germany, 7-12 September 2002

Chair: C. Viney (Edinburgh, UK)

Sl'EAKERS WILL INCLUD~ (list to be completed)

D. Filzmaurice (National University of Ireland, Dublin, IRL);
JA Preece (University of Birmingham, UK);
D.N. Woolfson (University of Sussex, UK);
R. Zentel (Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz, D).

SCOPE OF THE CONFERENCE
There is growing interest in self-assembling materials: synthesis and
processing are becoming more integrated, using molecules that are desi
gned to organise spontaneously and hierarchically into complex structures in
appropriate environments. Self-assembly can reduce the need for energy
intensive or environmentally damaging processing steps. Fibrous structures
produced by self-assembly can be solid or hollow, inorganic or organic,
natural or synthetic. Significant inspiration for self-assembled fibrous materials
comes from nature, where all materials and devices are built up under
ambient conditions and from aqueous solution, using molecules that are well
adapted to this purpose. A unique, multidisciplinary group of experts,
covering a wide remit of active research in fibre self-assembly, will be
brought together by this conference. Topics addressed will range from
inorganic crystal engineering, to organic polymer synthesis, to natural
systems that offer useful lessons on the science and practice of fibre self
assembly.

Deadline for Applications: May 2002

Quantum Optics: EuroConference on Quantum
Atom Optics: From Quantum Science to Technology

San Feliu de Guixols, Spain, 21-26 September 2002

Chair: 1. Esslinger (Zurich, CH)

SPEAKERS WILL INCLUDE

A. Aspect (Orsay, F); K. Burnett (Oxford, UK); M. Chekhova (Moscow, RU);
N. Davidson (Rehovot, IL); M. Drewsen (Aarhus, OK); M. Ducloy (Paris, F);
M. Fleischhauer (Kaiserslautern, D); N. Gisin (Geneva, CH);
R. Grimm (Innsbruck, A); M. Inguscio (Florence, I); S. Inoye (Boulder, US);
D. Jaksch (Innsbruck, A); H. Katori (Kawasaki, Japan);
C. Kurtsiefer (Munich, D); G. Leuchs (Erlangen, D);
K. Moelmer (Aarhus, OK); A Minguzzi (Pisa, I);
G. Morigi (Garching, D); S. Stenholm (Stockholm, S);
K.-A. Suominen (Turku, FIN); M. Weidemuller (Heidelberg, D);
W. Zwerger (Munich, D).

SCOPE OF THE CONFERENCE

Quantum Optics has proven to be a uniquely dynamic field in physics
capable of taking up new ideas and developments. At the centre of Quantum
Optics is the study of quantum phenomena and quantum processes, which
are now becoming increasingly relevant for emerging technologies. The
2002 Quantum Optics conference will have its emphasis on the coherent
manipUlation of quantum systems and on the quantum physics of coherent
matter, with high level contributions from leading research groups. Sessions
will be devoted to topical subjects such as quantum atom optics, atom
lasers, molecules and interactions, and quantum information processing.
A key session will be on technologies emerging from Quantum Optics.

Deadline for Applications: May 2002

Conferences are open to researchers world-wide, whether from industry or academia. Participation wilJ be limited to 100.
The registration fee covers fulJ board and lodging. Grants are available, in particular for nationals from EU or Associated States

under 35 (EC support from the High Level Scientific Conferences Activity)
Scientific programme & on-line application form available at: http://www.esf.org/euresco

or contact: Dr. J. Hendekovic, EURESCO Office, ESF, 1 quai Lezay-Marnesia, 67080 Strasbourg Cedex, France
Tel. (33) 388 76 71 35 Fax. (33) 388366987 Email: euresco@esf.org



7-11 April Brighton

The Physics Congress 2002

Physics for all at

ongress
The Institute of Physics' landrnark event for physicists world-wide

April 7-11, 2002 The Brighton Centre and
Metropole Hotel, Brighton, UK

An extensive programme of scientific conferences (including
CMD19/CMMP2002) combined with exhibitions, meetings on science

policy, activities for physics students and a lively social programme makes
Congress the best place for physicists to meet their colleagues and to discuss

their subject. A single fee covers most conferences (£101day Institute student
members, £55/day Institute members; £83/day non-members). Many events

are free of charge. Contact the Conferences Department at the Institute of
Physics address below.

Conferences
European Physical Society's CMD19 with CMMP2002, Nuclear and Particle
Physics Division conference, Speech recognition event, Third UK workshop
on diamond and diamond-like carbon, Structural failures and
crashworthiness, Invention and innovation, Teaching physics post-l 9,
Talking physics, and The life and work of Paul Dirac.

The Physics Expo
A refreshingly new and professionally organised showcase featuring leading
suppliers displaying the latest technologies. Find out what's new in physics
based industry, discover the latest ideas, tryout new techniques and be
inspired!

Plenary lectures
Leading speakers address today's issues in physics, industry and science policy.

Further details, as they become available, are on the Web site at
congress.iop.org

Facilities Forum - is Policy for Big Science Working?
Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of current British and European arrangements

for the construction of new large experimental scientific facilities.

Women in Physics - Conclusions of the IUPAP Conference
A UK response to issues raised at the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics

Conference on Women in Physics.

Activities for physics students and recent graduates
Poster and lecture competitions, social events and more.

Public and schools programme
Interactive physics for all; a cyber-cafe; and a Family Fun Physics Day. Throughout the week an extensive programme
of talks and demonstrations looking at physics from inside the human body to outer space and everything in between.

The Institute of Physics, 76 Portland Place, London WIB lNT
Tel: +44 (0)20 7470 4800 Fax: +44 (0)2074704900
Emai1: conferences@iop.org or congress@iop.org
Web: physica.iop.orgllOP/Conf81CMD191 or cong......iop.org


